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FOREWORD 
This final report for the Integral Launch and Reentry Vehicle (ILRV) Study, conducted 
under Contra(!t NAS9-9206 by Lockheed Missiles & Space Company under direction of 
the NASA Marshall Space :Flight Center, is presented in three volumes. Volume I, 
Configuration Definition and Planning, contains results of the preliminary cost anal-
yses, conceptual design, mission analyses, program planning, cost and schedule 
analyses, and sensitivity analyses, accomplished under TaB-ks 1 through 6. Volume IT 
covers Task 7, Technology Identification; and Volume III contains results of the 
Special Studies conducted under Task 8. 
Principal L]\IISC task leaders and contributors in perforrnance of this study include: 
Systems Integration T. E. Wedge Primary Engines A.J. Hief 
System Synthesis J. E. Torrillo Propulsion, L. L. Morgan 
Mission Analysis D.W. Fellenz Integrated Avionics J.J. Herman 
Design G. Havrisik Safety J. A. Donnelly 
Cost J. Dippel Structures P.P. Plank 
Schedule W. James Thermodynamics F. L. Guard 
Test R. W. Benninger Aerodynamics C. F. Ehrlich 
Operations K. Urbach Weights A. P. Tilley 
The three volumes are organized as follows: 
".,' ,.(ot, ..... I ... . ,...... , l' \ I ~i 
t 
Volume I - Configuration Definition and Planning 
Section 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Introduction and Summary 
System Requirements 
Configuration Summary 
Vehicle Design 
Performance and Flight Mechanics 
..... .~ 
\ Ae:r'oqyp.amics 
'- ,"""'- l 
Aerothermodynamics 
Structures and Materials 
Propulsion 
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Appendix A Drawings 
Appendix B Supplemental Weight Statement 
10 Avionics 
11 Crew Systems 
12 Environmental Control System 
13 Reliability and Maintainability 
14 System Safety 
15 Operations 
16 Test and Production 
17 Cost and Schedules 
Volume II - Technology Identification 
Section 
1 
2 
3 
Introduction and Sumlm ry 
Propulsion System Technology 
Aerodynamics Technology 
4 Aerothermodynamics Technology 
5 Structures Technology 
6 Avionics Technology 
7 Bioastronautics Technology 
8 Technology Development Program 
Volume III - Special Studies 
Section 
1 Introduction 
2 Propulsion System Studies 
LMSC-A959837 
3 Reentry Heating and Thermal Protection 
Appendix A Rocket Engine Criteria for a Reusable Space 
Transport System 
4 Integrated Electronics System 
5 Special Subsonic Flight Operations 
Appendix B Summary of Electronics Component Tecl1nology (1972) 
Appendix C Requirements Definition Example (Propulsion) 
Appendix D Application of BITE to Onboard C~eckout 
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Section 1 
INTRODUCTION 
LKSC-A959837 
Vol. III 
This volume documents the Special Emphasis Studies performed as part of 
the Integral Launch and Reentry Vehicle (ILRV) systems study under contract 
NAS 9-9206. The study tasks were established under contract redirection 
of June 30, 1969, to explore seiected aspects of systems deSign, development, 
and operation in more detail than normally done in a Phase A study. 
1-1 
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Section 2 
PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDIES 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
u.!SC-A959837 
Vol. III 
The propulsion system studies consisted of an evaluation of propulsion sys-
tem parameters and propulsion/vehicle system interfaces. Propulsion system 
parameter studies included thrust-level considerations, engine-configuration 
effects, and orbital operation mode. Propulsion/vehicle interface studies 
were associated with establishment of rocket-engine criteria for the engine-
system specification. 
2.2 PROPULSION/SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
Both the aerospike and bell-type engines were examined in various phases of 
the study. Examinations were made of the system interfaces associated with 
these two types of engines. The two configurations considered were a Two-
Stage arrangement, shown in Fig. 2.2-1, and a dissimilar Triamese arrange-
ment, shown in Fig. 2.2-2. Also, payload, liftoff weight and stage weight 
descriptions, listed in Table 2.2-1, were established. 
2.2.1 Thrust-Level Considerations. Studies early in the contract were 
performed to determine the most desirable thrust-level requirements. These 
studies tended to indicate that the optimum engine thrust levels were above 
600,000 pounds. Later, however, a maximum of 400,000 pounds was adopted as 
a ground rule. The basic approach adopted for the study was to provide 
desirable commonality in the orbiter and booster engines. by maintaining the 
same turbomachinery and thrust chamber but with variations in the nozzle. 
Studies involving such considerations as base area, expansion ratio (and 
2-1 
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Table 2.2-1 
VEHICLE WEIGHTS SUMMARY 
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Tw'o ... Stage Triamese 
Payload 
Liftoff 
Orbital Spacecraft 
Propellant 
Inert 
Booster stage 
Propellant 
Inert 
25 K 
3·3 x 106 
6 0.500 x 10 
0.188 x 106 
0.688 x 106 
2.207 x 106 
0.405 x 106 
2.612 x 106 
50 K 
4.0 x 106 
0.610 x 106 
0.208 x 106 
0.818 x 106 
2.687 x 106 
0.495 x 106 
3.182 x 106 
Conditions: OfF Ratio = 7.0 
25 K 
3·5 x 106 
0.500 x 106 
0.188 x 106 
0.688 x 106 
2.376 x 106 
0.436 x 106 
2.812 x 106 
N9 propellant cross feed between stages 
2-4 
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50 K 
4.2 x 106 
0.610 x 106 
0.208 x 106 
0.818 X 106 
2.857 x 106 
0.525 x 106 
3 .. 382 x 106 
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resulting specific impulse), and gimbal angle reported in Section ,2.2.2, 
indicated that the booster expansion ratio should be approximately 35:1. 
The thrust of the booster engine with an optim1zed 35:1 area ratio DOzzle 
vas es'tablished at a sea level thrust of 400,000 pounds.. The thrusts vary 
for the different nozzles as presented in Section 2.2.2. 
Thrust levels for two payload sizes on each of the two vehicle configura-
tions, determined in accordance with the criteria listed above, are presented 
in Table 2.2-2. To illustrate the sensitivity of thrust level to payload 
weight aDd to liftoff thrust/weight ratio, a second set of roCket engine 
sizes were computed on the basis of thrust/weight ratio of 1.38. Figure 2.2-3 
shows these two sets of data plotted and that roCket-engine thrust level is 
more sensitive to payload size than to the thrust/weight ratio in the range 
of parameters between 1.38 and 1.45. While the ground rule for operating 
the orbiter engine at 10 percent of normal rated thrust at liftoff has been 
set aSide, the sensitivity fal~tors displayed in this analysis should not be 
Significantly modified. 
2-5 
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Table 2.2-2 
ROCKET DOIII THRUST lEVEL SUMMARY 
Two-Stage 
Payload Weight 25 K 
LittoU Weight 3.3 x 106 4.0 x 106 
Liftoff Thrust 8 T/w 1.45 4.78 5·80 
Number of Engine. 1l./2 11/2 
'l'hruat Level (Sea Level) 4a6'K 517 K 
LEC-A959837 
Vol. III 
Triamese 
25 K 50 K 
3.5 x 106 4.2 x 106 
5·07 6.<>9 
5/2/5 5/2/5 
497 K 596 K 
Engine Contiguratior& Effects. The engine contigurations vere, ot 
c.ourse, major design factors. The various engine configurations evaluated 
are cited in Table 2.2-3 and the characteristics ot various engines are 
shown in Table 2.2 -4. Dimensional details ot the engines are shown in Figs. 
2.2 -4, 2.2-5, and 2.2 .. 6. Figure 2.2 -4 presents three Pratt" Whitney 
4OO,OOO-pound bell-type engines with optim1zed 35:1 and 100:1 nozzles and 
a wo-pos iti on 35/150 nozzle. In Fig. 2.2,-5, the Rocketdyne 4oo,OOO-pound 
and 8OO,OOO-pound engines are shown. The AeroJet-General bell-type engine 
contigurations presented in Fig. 2.2 -6 illustrate the three expansion ratios 
ot optimized 35:1 and 100:1 nozzles and a two poait1on 35/150 nozzle. 
2-1 
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ENGINE CONFIGURATION STUDY CASES 
Configurations 
Booster Optimized tor Bell-T,ype Engine 
Booster Optimized for Aerospike Engine 
Booster Compromise Design 
Either aerospike engine or 
bell-type engine 
Booster Compromise Design 
Either aerospike engine or 
bell-type engine 
Orbiter Optimized for Aerospike Engine 
Orbiter Compromise Design 
Either aerospike engine or 
bell-type engine 
" 
Engine Type 
and Manufacturer 
Pratt & Whitney 
Bell-Type 35: 1 
35/150 
. 
(with 35:1 chamber) 
100:1 
35/150 
(With 100:1 chamber) 
Rocketdyne 
Aerospi ke 
Aerojet-Genera1 
Bell-Type 35:1 
35/150 
100:1 
,,,,, 
Table 2.f!-4 
ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS 
St Thrust Length 
(lb) (inch) 
400 K 132 
391 K 210/273 
400 K 233 
451 K 223/2ff:j 
400K 52 
BooK 52 
, 
400 K 130 
400 K 207/'Z72 
400 K 223 
2-8 
Number of EnEines 
13 - 400,OOO-lb 
7 - 800,OOO-lb 
7 - 800,OOO-lb 
13 - 400, ooO-lb 
13 - 400,OOO-lb 
13 - 4OO,OOO-lb 
3 - 4OO,OOO-lb 
3 - 400, ooO-lb 
3 - 400,OOO-lb 
Nozzle Exit 
Diameter Weight 
(inch) (lb) 
61 4140 
124 4700 
108 4980 
134 5250 
136 4450 
139 7800 
69 4100 
123 5300 
100 4400 
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It is noteworthy that the two aerospike engines have essentially the same 
overall dimensions. The diameter of the 800, OOO-pound engine is made 3 
inches larger than that of the 400,OOO-pound engine to accommodate the 
second 400,OOO-pound annular combustion chamber. '!be 800,OOO-pound engine 
is modular in design and consists of two 400,OOO-pound engines, each with 
its own turbopump. '!be 400,OOO-pound aerospike engine bas only one 
turbopump. 
Figure 2 •. ~1 illustrates the dynamic characteristics of the two types of 
engines, with a 1-degree gimbal angle in a square pattern assumed. 
Preljminary eValuation indicates that a deSirable increase in booster 
engine performance can be achieved by increasing the nozzle expansion 
ratio for the bell-type engine from 35:1 to 100:1. Tests at Pratt & 
Whitney report~dly indicate that no flow separation occurs in the 100:1 
nozzle at 100 percent thrust at sea level. The base areas for two bell-
type engine configurations (13 - 4oo,OOO-lb thrust) and for the aerospike 
configuration (13 .. 400,OOO-1b thrust) have been compared, as shown in 
Fig. 2 •. 2-8. It is evident that the base area for the bell-type engine with 
35:1 nozzle is considerably smaller than for the other configurations. 
Actually, the bar.., areas for the 100:1 bell-type engine and aerospike con-
figuration are almost identical when the necessary gimbal area is included 
for the bell-type engine. Because of the small expansion ratiO, the size 
of the chamber near the turbopump is the controlling diameter. The seven 
800,000-pound optimum aerospikearrangement is also shown. The compromise 
arrangement allows use of either the 800,000-pound acrospike or the 400,000-
pound bell-type engines. Gross base areas for these various configurations, 
as well as for the 400~000-pound configuration shown in Fig. 2.~-8 are 
tabulated in Table 2.2-5. 
The effects of these base areas on complete vehicle drag co~fficients and 
on booster flyback drag coefficients have been determined. The values of 
2-12 
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these coerricients versus Mach number are shown in Fig. 2.?-9. The increased 
drag coerricients due to the increased base area may modestly affect the 
ascent trajectory of the vehicle, and the flyback capability of the return-
ing booster may be more significantly afrected. 
Table 2 . .2-5 
BOOSTER BASE AREA 
Engine Configuration 
Optimum Bell-Type (35:1) 
Optimum Aerospike 
Con~romise Aerospike 
Bell-Type (35:1) 
Compromise Aerospike 
Bell-Type (100:1) 
Engine Size 
(lb) 
13 - 400,000 
7 - 800,000 
7 - 800,000 
13 - 400,000 
13 - 400,000 
13 400,000 
Gross Base Area 
(ft2) 
1262 
1430 
1430 
1430 
2210 
2210 
Results of the Evaluation of Alternate Configurations on the 
Booster. Evaluation studies were conducted for the various booster bell-type 
engine and Aerospike engine configurations. The baseline configuration used 
for this study was the 560,00o-pound bell-type engine configuration evaluated 
as reported in LMSC-A955317A. The alternate configurations to be considered 
are as follows: 
Configuration En6~.nes Figure N·o. 
Optimum Bell-TYPe (35:1) 13 400K 2.1-11 
Optimum Aerospike 7 - 800K 2.1-12 
Compromise Bell-TYPe (35:1) 13 - 400K 2.1-13 
Compromise Aerospike 7 800K 2.1-14 
Compromise Bell-TYPe (100:1) 13 - 400K 2.1-8 
Compromise Aerospike 13 - 400K 2.1-8 
In the evaluations, the booster configuration was held constant to a pOint 
immediately aft of the LH2 tank. Any changes in booster shape to accommodate 
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the enlarged base area for the various engine configurations are reported as 
changes in structural weight. Fairing changes to protect the various bell 
nozzle configu~ations have been evaluated. Changes in thrust structure to 
spread the thrust loads are minimal for the various configurations except for 
the compromise bell-type (100:1) and the 400,OOO-pound aero spike engine. 
The commonality of design in these various engine configurations can be read-
ily observed in Figs. 2.2 -10 through 2.2.-13. A structure to spread the loads 
from the engines into the main booster structure lies aft of the LH2 sump. 
A second structural element lies midway between the first structural element 
and the engine gimbal axiS, and the engines are directly mounted to this 
second element by tubular mounts. A typical thrust structure design is 
shown in Fig. 2 •. 2-14. The designs of these structural elements are similar 
between configurations. It should be noted that studies are underway to 
eliminate the first structural element so as to minimize structural weights. 
The increased height of the base section required for introduction of the 
aerospike engine is evident in Figs. 2.2-10 and 2.2-11. The general approach 
to pl~1ng installations is shown in Fig. 2.2-12. Fuel lines to the engines 
connect directly to the LH2 sump. The 102 lines run from the engines to two 
manifolds located between the upper and lower raws of engines. Since the 
800,OOO-pound thrust aerospike engines have two turbopump units per engine, 
14 pairs of inlet lines are required for the aero spike engines versus 13 
pairs of lines for the bell-type engines. Pressure volume compensators are 
located on all inlets to the engines to minimize feed inlet fluctuations and 
to provide flexibility of design. The commonality of the propellant lines is 
readilY apparent. 
The difference in booster fairing to protect the bell-type engine nozzle is 
shown in Figs. 2.2-12 and 2.2-13. As shown in Fig. 2.2-12, the fairing at 
the bottom of the booster must be intact to avoid nozzle heating during the 
high angle-of-attack reentry. As shown in Fig. 2 •. 2-13, this fairing is re-
moved to eliminate exhaust plume impingement and to reduce weight. The short 
nozzle length of the aero spike does not require fairing protection during 
the reentry phase. 
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The data in Table 2.2.-6 indicate that there are no significant differences 
in weights between the 35:1 bell-type configurations and the 800,OOO-pound 
Aerospike configurations. The compromise design involving use of either of 
these engines without involving any significant changes in structure shows 
that there is a very slight weight penalty (1940 Ib) over the optimum bell-
type configuration. The compromise configurations involving 100:1 bell-type 
engines and 400,OOO-pound aero spike engines have 14,000 to 22,000 pound 
weight penalties over the compromise designs involving 35:1 bell-type or 
800,000-pound aerospike engines. These weight penalties may not be signifi-
cant ~lone; but, when combined with the increased drag during flyback, a 
performance degradation may result from a complete vehicle re-evaluation. 
Results of the Evaluation of Alternate Engine Configurations on 
the Orbiter. The orbiter was examined for the effects of the bell-type and 
aerospike engine configurations. The approach was similar to that for the 
booster, as discussed previously. The following were considered in these 
evalua ti ons : 
• Optimum orbiter aft vehicle region for the bell-type engine (which 
resulted in the optimum configuration fo~ adaptation to the aerospike 
engine) 
• Compromise orbiter aft region employing the aerospike engine (same 
as optimum bell-type configuration) 
• Optimum orbiter aft region optimized for the aerospike configuration 
The results, which are reported in the subsequent discussion, indicate that 
the optimum bell-type installation also satisfies the general requirements 
for the compromise system for either the bell-type or the aerospike instal-
ration. The optimum aft vehicle region for the aerospike configuration 
indicated that additional volume is available in the aft section to hold 
propellant or equipment. 
O~biter Optimized for the Bell-TYPe Engine (and Resulting Compromise Design). 
The orbiter optimized for the bell-type engine is illustrated in. Fig. 2.2-15. 
The design is based on engine operation at a nominal 10 percent thrust up to 
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COMPARISON OF WEIGHTS RELATED TO BOOSTER ENGINE ALTERNATIVES 
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stability. Aerospike exhaust plume (;harf,;!'cteristics data (shown in Fig. 
2.2 -11) furnished by Rocketdyne wer.el'tse,i to determine that during the ascent 
trajectory with the aerospike en~ines generating full thrust, the pressure 
forces generated on the elevons by the exhaust plume could be counteracted 
by an angular displacement of the thrust vector less than 0.1 degree. This 
analysis is considered to be conservative, and an accurate analysis may 
approach angular displacements of 0.01 degree. The effect appears to be in-
significant. 
An additiona.l study was undertaken to ,eve.luate the thermal effect of exhaust 
plume impingement on the elevon. Roci.~et.dyne data shown in Fig. 2.2 -17 defin-
ing aerospike exhaust plume character,1.st.iCll were used for the thermal data. 
A general parametric analysis was undertaken, since the elevon design has not 
been frozen. However, the location of t·h~~ elevon with respect to the engine 
mount is specific, as shown on Fig. 2.2-16./ In the thermal model developed, 
two limiting cases were derived and a.:l:"e reI1'orted in Fig. 2.2 -18. 
Other than the fairing required for nozzzla protection, the engine thrust 
structure and plumbing requirements for use of either the bell-type engine or 
the aerospike engine are very Similar; the elevon temperature capability must 
be greater for the aerospike engine. The arrangement of the propellant feed-
lines are somewhat different, as a result of the inlet location differences, 
as shown in Figs. 2.2 -4, 2 •. 2· 5, and 2. 2 -6. However, it was determined that 
this could be conSidered in the initial man:i.:told design. The use of pressure 
volume compensating bellows is considered to be an integral feature of the 
plumbing deSign for commonality between the two engines. These allow stabili-
zation of the manifolds and more flexibility in the design of the feedlines 
from the manifolds to the engines. 
These data show that the compromise aerospike engine has about a l6oo-pound 
weight advantage over the optimum/compromise bell design. This weight de-
crease results primarily from the removal of the nozzle fairing over, the bell 
nozzles. The optimum aerospike deSign, which provides additior~l pro~~llant 
or cargo space, is about 2200 pounds heavier than the compromise aerospike 
design because of extra structural mounting in the rear of the orbiter. 
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the point of booster separation in accordance with the ground rules. It was 
also considered that the nozzle extension would be retracted at all times 
when air or thermal loads of sufficient magnitude to cause nozzle damage are 
possible. 
A major consideration in this design is tht.~ :ri:'Liring to protect the nozzle 
from air loads during ascent and reentry with the nozzle extension retracted. 
Since this fairing represents consideTable weight, its removal is considered 
in the compromise aerospike configurat,ion. 
The engine installation provides for the required gimbal anglE~s and prevents 
o temperatures from the bell-type engine in excess of 2000 F on all surfaces 
accessible to the plume, both at full ~hrust and at a nominal 10 percent thrust. 
Orbiter Compromise Aerospike Design. As discussed earlier, the optimum bell-
type engine design also results in the compromise design for the aero spike 
engine. The design is shown in Fig. 2. £>·-16. The upper surface fairing for 
engine protection is not required for this design. As discussed, the thrust 
structure, plumbing, and related structure are very similar between the de-
signs. 
There are effects on the elevon from plume impingement from the aerospike 
engine. The bell-type installation is arranged so as to minimize the effects 
of the plume at 10 percent thrust. The effects of the aerospike may be cate-
gorized into plume pressure effects, thermal effects, and acoustic vibration 
effects. Since sufficient data to evaluate the acoustic environment are not 
presently available, nQ further discuss:lcrJ of this subject is offered. 
In the orbital spacecraft configuration, the exhaust gases of the three 400K 
thrust aerosp1ke rocket engines impinge on the extended elevon assembly. An 
analysis was performed to determine the magnitude of the pressure force gen-
erated on the upper suface of the elevon by the rocket exhaust plume, the 
magnitude of the torsional disturbance imposed on the vehicle by this pressure 
force, and the gimbal angle displacement required to restore the spacecraft 
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Plume Density Plume Static Mass Heat Pressure Flux Velocity (lb/in. 3) (psia) l(lb/in. 2-sec) (Btu/in. 2-sec) 
.40x10-6 1.00 .074 .410 
• 29x10 -6 0.63 .054 .316 
• 16x10 -6 0.31 .031 .247 
.30x10 -7 0.034 .0057 .094 
• 78x10 -8 0.0056 .0015 .035 
• 58x10 -9 0.00020 .00011 .008 
.89x10'-10 0.00017 .000017 .002 
*Rocketdyne Report R-8003, "Design and Operational Data 
for the Reusable 02/H2 Aerospike Engine, " Sept 22, 1969 
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CCRVE (1): HEAT INTO UPPER SURFACE OF ELEVON ON 
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In curve 1 of this figure, the heat input to an elevon immediately below the 
center line of a given engine was calculated. For curve 2, it was assumed 
that the heat input from the center motor was augmented by heat from the. two 
outboard motors. In the actual case, it is believed that the heating value 
lies somewhere between the two curves but generally near curve 1, since the 
plume interference flow pattern limits interaction of the plumes. In Fig. 
2.2-19, the equilibrittm temperature attained by the elevon (with radiation to 
space from one side of the elevon assumed) is plotted against heat flux into 
the elevon. The limiting angle of the impingement of the Aerospike plume on 
the orbiter elevon is about 22 degrees; therefore, heat flux into the elevon lies 
2 between about 0.13 and 0.28 Btu/in -sec. With an average value of 0.20 Btu/ 
in2.sec and an. emissivity of 0.8 assumed, an elevon equilibrium temperature 
of almost 25000F is obtained. If subsequent test results substantiate these 
temperatures, the elevon will have to be designed to withstand these condi.tions, 
as related to the overall heat shield. One additional correctiv~ action is 
possible in that, in vacuum, the elevon can be rotated outboard to increase 
the spaCing to the engine. 
Orbiter Optimum Aerospike Design. The optimum aerospike engine installation, 
presented in Fig. 2.2-20, is not optimum from the standpoint of weight, based 
upon the criteria used in the investigations. However, this design will pro-
vide for potential redesign of the orbiter to accommodate additional propellant 
or equipment; and.will minimize the potential plume effects. 
This deSign requires additional structure to mount the engine in the pOSition, 
which is a major influence on the weights shown in Table 2.2.-7. 
2.2.3,' Operational Characteristics 
I 
Base Heat ConSiderations. The thermal environment in the base region 
of a rocket stage, consisting of a multiengine cluster, results in a relatively 
severe heating environment for temperature-sensitive engine componen·ts exposed 
to the combined convection and radiation (primarily from exhaust gases) as a 
result of nozzle plume interaction. Considerable flight data have been 
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Table 2.2-7 
COMPARISON OF WEIGHTS RELATED TO ORBITER ENGINE ALTERNATIVES 
Structural Fairing Thrust Engine Total Weight 
Configuration Figure No ..... Weight (lb) Weight (lb) Structure (lb) Weight (lb) Weight (lb) Change (lb) 
..... 
Baseline . ~ -
Bell-Type LMSC-A955317A - 1,800 2,740 13,280 17,820 -
Optinium -
Bell-Type (and 
resulting 
compromise) 2.2-15, - 1,850 2,740 13,800 18,390 +570 
Compromise 
Aerospike 2.2-16 675 - 2,740 13,350 16,765 -1,055 
Optimum 
Aerospike 2.2-20 - 2,935 2,740 13,350 19,025 +1,205 
- --- - ----- - ------------~-------'--------'-----''--------------<--------'--------'-----~--'------
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accumulated from the Fleet Ballistic Missile F Minuteman, and Saturn. For 
example, an empirical correlation of a considerable quantity of base heating 
data for four-nozzle clusters provides one of the most severe heating environ-
ments for the vehicle base region.* These methods have been applied to 
Minuteman and Saturn vehicles with equal success; therefore, it represents a 
suitable method for a first estimate of the heat transfer when the major con-
tribution to the total heat is a result of reverse flow into the base region 
from nozzle interaction without combustion. The estimated peak heating environ-
ments are presented in Table 2.2-8 for the candidate booster and orbiter con-
figurations. The gas temperature near the base shield surface is on the order 
of 50 percent (32500R) of the chamber temperature; therefore, the actual con-
vective heat transfer to the heat shield surface and flame curtains will be 
significantly less than those presented in Table 2.2-8 for a cold wall 
(temperature = 70oF). Estimates of the combustion effect on the total heat 
transfer to the base heat shield, which constitutes an engine compartment 
protective cover, were made based on S .. I and S-IV data. An analysis will be 
made to establish an upper limit value of the hydrogen burning contribution 
-. 
to the base heat transfer during the entire ascent phase. 
Regions of flow separation provide for recirculation of hydrogen from the 
base region (for an oxidizer/fuel ratio of 7:1) with resultant localized 
burning and associated radiative heat ~ransfer. For asymmetrical vehicles 
(mated booster and orbiter), large separated regions could eXist, particularly 
at angles of attack, between a booster and orbiter. The extent of this region 
will be defined on the basis of tunnel test programs; and, dependent upon the 
estimated combustion contributed heat rate levelS, reconfiguring to minimize 
this effect may be considered. It is pOinted out that the amount of free 
hydrogen in the nozzle exhaust is essentially identical for both the bell-
type and the Aerospike engines. 
I Candidate material systems may be used for the combined booster base heat 
shield and flexible flame curtains. ' These are presented in Tables 2.2.-9 and 
*hAn Empirical Correlation of Polaris Base Heating rata," by D.M. Tellep and 
Y. Kawamura, LMSC-Bo1511, March 20, 1962. 
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Table 2.2-8 
BASE HEAT SHIEID* PEAK HEAT RATE LEVEl.S 
BELL NOZZLE CONFIGURATION 1 
. Convective . I 
Nominal, 'LocatIon H t Rat Combusbon T tal Num~er of Sea Level ExplD.sion Measured FJ:om BTWft2se~, Effec.t on H:at I 
Engmes Thrust, Klb RatIo Nozzle E.Xlt Cold Wall Base ~nvlfoDl~:nt, BTU/ft~sec I 
Plane, In. (T =700 F) BTL!ft sec 
~-------r------~!r-----'-- +-. ____ ~ ____ ~--w~----_+--~----------+_--------
BOOSTER 13 --' 400-' 35/1 68 10 10-30 20-40 
ORBITER 3 400 150/1 208 <2. 5 I Small <5 
AEROSPIKE NOZZLE CONFIGURATION 
BOOSTER 7 ' 800 - 32 100 10-30 110-130 
ORBITER 3 i 400 - 32 10-20 ". ~,. _____ sma]~._ 10-20 
*Base heat shield or engineC9PlpaI"tment enclosure. 
**Preliminary estimates, based, on S-I and S-IV data. 
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Table 2.2·9 
BASE HEAT SHIELD CONCEPTS 
r Maximum Reuse 
Temperature, 
of 
--- -
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Working Maximum 
Heat Rate Level, 
Btu /ft2sec 
REUSABLE CANDIDATE MATERIAL SYSTEMS 
-_ .. _---
Stainless Steel - Fiberglas Insulation 1400 5 
Haynes 25 -- Fiberglas Insulation 1800 10 
TD-NiCr - Fiberglas Insulation 2200 20 
, 
Rigid Light Weight Silica Insulation (U-15) 2500 30 
Columbium/Disilicide Coating 2500 30 
Tantalum/Disilicide Coating 3000 60 
Regeneratively Cooled Liquid Hydrogen -' 150+ 
-_.-
NONREUSABLE CANDIDATE MATERIAL SYSTEMS 
. Open Faced Honeycomb-Cells Filled with 4000 a 125 
Lightweight Silicone Elastomer* (p =25 Ib/ft3) 
4000 b 200 
(p =55 Ib/ft3) 
Silicone Elastomer Reinforced With Silica 4000 125 
Cloth or Rigid Silica I\llatrix* (p =25 Ib/ft3) 
Refrasil Phenolic or Carbon Phenolic 4000 200 
and up and up 
*Substnte - Phenolic Fiberglass 
2-39 
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2.2-10. A promising stage-of-the-art system consists Qf a rigid heat shield 
of silicone elastomer in an open-celled honeycomb of phenolic Fiberglas, 
supported by a reinforced phenolic Fiberglas honeycomb structure. The flame 
curtains are composed of a flexible silicone elastome~, reinforced by silica 
fibers and covered on bpth surfaces with silica cloth covers. '!hey are 
attached between the rigid heat shield and movable nozzles, similar to thoyt;, 
for the S-I vehicle. The corresponding typical heat protective material Wlti 
compartment structure section weight are presented for both bell-type and th-e 
Aerospike engine systems in Figs. 2. 2-21 and 2.'2.-22. 
In addition to these systems, a variety of refractory metallic (reradiative), 
high-temperature insulative materials, regeneratively cooled liquid hydrogen, 
and ablative materials may be used for the base heat shield, as outlined in 
Table 2.~-9. Each of these systems will be considered for application in the 
base region, dependent upon the localized heating enviro~ment and upon weight 
and cost of the protective system. 
Candidate systems for flame curtains are quite limited because of the require-
ment for flexi bili ty. While flexible metallic (accord.:lon. like) structures 
and met~llic shingle systems are potential candid::I,tes for further consider-
ation, they do not appear to be very promising. 
Evaluation of Crossfeed of Propellants Between Booster and Orbite~ 
Performan.ce studies indicating the weight penalities for orbiter engine oper-
ations at liftoff are discussed elsewhere in the report. 'lhese and previous 
studies at LMSC have indicated considerable penalties for oplt';ration of the 
orbiter engines without consideration of crossfeed of propellants between the 
booster and the orbiter. 
Crossfeeding of propellants was discussed a.t the lIAnageillent Council, Space 
Shuttle Design Criteria Review, September 10-11, .1969" In the presentation, 
the crossfeed assessment showed (1) significant increase 1n design complexity, 
(2) complex staging transients, (3) signifieant additional d,evelopment and 
testing, (4) penetration of thermal protection sys·tem, (5) significant in-
2-40 
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FLAME CURTAIN HEAT PROTECTION CONCEPTS 
Maximum Use Maximum Use 
Temperature, Heat Rate, 
of Btu/ft2 sec 
-, 
Silicone Elastomer, Reinforced with Silica Fibers 4000-4300 125-200 
or Cloth and Sandwiched bctweenFiberglas Cloth 
, I Flexible Metallic (Accordion Like) Structure <3000 <60 
Metallic Shingle System <3000 <60 
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BELL-TYPE SYSTEM 
TYPICAL SECTION WEIGHTS 
HEA T S.HIE 1D 
• HEAT PROTECTIVE MATERIAL- SILICONE EIASTOMER/ 
PHENOLIC FIBERGLAS HONEYCOMB- EXTERNAL SURFACE 
OPEN CELL 
• REINFORCED PHENOLIC FIBERGLAS HONEYCOMB STRUCTURE 
FLAM-E CURTAIN 
• FLEXIBLE nEAT PROTECTIVE MATERIAL - REINFeRCED 
SILICONE ElASTOMER WITH SIUCA CLOTH COVERS 
Fig. 2"1>-~lTypical Booster Base Protective System 
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crease in program cost, (6) zero leakage seal technology required, (7) pre-
launch checkout complexity increased, and (8) some potential reduction in 
liftoff weight for certain configurations. 
Although some of the problems indicated cannot be overcome, LMSC has considered 
what appears to be an improved design approach. An evaluation of the crossfeed 
lines was undertaken to provide a design for easy separation of the crossfeed 
lines between the orbiter and booster without. generating any debris and with-
out protrusion of th(; plumbing beyond the orbiter or booster. A design has 
been developed as depicted in Fig. 2.'2-23. In this design, one propellant 
line on each side of the booster passes inside each of the orbiter support 
pylons to the orbiter. JOining of the feed lines within the orbiter involves 
a snorkel-type connection, which can be released at staging. 
valves on each side of the crossfeed lines are closed and the 
between the valves are drained through small separate lines. 
actuator disengages the snorkel fitting. 
Before staging, 
propellants in 
A hydraulic 
Although it appears to be technically feasible to develop a crossfeed capa-
b~lity, the reduction in launch vehicle system weight (principally the re-
duction in rocket engine thrust level or numl)er of units) may not warrant its 
development when compared with the greater iJiherent simplicity of a tandem-
burn, Two-Stage vehicle system. 
Total system weightj,s 2475, as shown in Table 2.:2-11. 
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Table 2 •. 2_11 
WEIGHT BREAKDOWN - CROSSFEED SYSTEM 
Liquid Oxysen System 
Orbiter shutoff valve 
Snorkel fitting 
Flange and clamp 
Drain valve 
Shutoff valve 
Line and SUPPOI'tS 
Pneumatic aetuators 
L1suid Hldro~en Slstem 
Orbiter shutoff valve 
Snorkel fitting 
Flange and clamp 
Drain 'Valve 
Shutoff valve 
Line and supports 
Pneumatic actuator 
Wt (lb) 
50 
35 
20 
25 
50 
780 
25 
.2§.2 
110 
60 
35 
10 
110 
1120 
~ 
~ 
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Reliabili tl and Abort Considerat,ion. The requirement for fail-
operational/fail-safe operation will be evaluated for the various bell-type 
and a.erospike engine configurations. 
. ' 
It; should be noted that the a.erospike 800K engine has two turbopump assemblies 
operating separate combustton chambers ,so the seven a.erospike engines actually 
become fourteen engines. 
For one engine out on the booster, the remaining engines can be increased in 
thrust approximately 8 percent to compensate. In the event that the engine 
outage occurs during the worst gimbal loads, it maybe necessary to shut down 
2-46 
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a second opposite engine to compensate. For two engines out on the booster, 
the engine thrust of the remaining engine must be increased about 18 percent 
to compensate. The engine manufacturers have stated that the engines have 
the capability of increasing the thrust to 115 percent on a reusable basis. 
Thus the remaining 11 or 12 engines can probably compensate enough for two 
engines out to permit missiop completion and certainly to compensate sufficient-
ly to permit an abort operation. 
The orbiter is equipped with three engines so that wi'~h one engine out, the 
remaining engines would have 'the capability of providing the necessary thrust/ 
weight ratio. It appears to be deSirable to assure that adequate thrust/ 
weight ratio is provided in the initial design. For two engines out, if fail-
ures occur after 100 seconds of full thrust burning, the mission can be 
accomplished at a reduced thrust/weight ratio. An abort operation can be 
accomplished in any event with two engines out because of the high altitude 
at which normal stage separation occurs. 
Alternate Means of Performing Orbital Maneuv.ers. The following ways of per-
forming the orbit maneuvers defined for the Space Shuttle were considered: 
o One main engine throttled to 10 percent of rated thrust (pumped idle) 
o One main engine at lL.'1pumped. idle (pressure-fed) 
o Three maneuvering/translation ReS thrusters 
The unpumpedidle mode is operation of the main engine while using tank 
pressure only-. No cooldown is required prior to entering this mode. In the 
pumped idle mode~ the turbomachinery delivers propellants at a rate appro-
priate to the commanded 10 percent of rated thrust. A start to steady-state 
pumped idle operation has a transient with a plateau at the unpumped state. 
The plateau is held long enough to cool the engine adequately to permit 
oper.ation at pumped idle. Shutdown occurs without such a plateau. The third 
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propulsion mode involves use of the three aft-firing maneuvering/translation 
.. 
. thrusters of the orbiter reaction control system. After startup, some p~o~ 
pellant is diverted to operate pumps and heat exchangers necessary for extended 
continuous operation. 
The maneuvers andAV requirements projected for the orbital operations are 
listed in Table 2.2-lla. Also ~sted in Table 2.2-lla is the reentry weight 
assumed for this work. The loaded quantities of the fluids that are normally 
expended on orb'i't (prime power reactants, environmental control system fluids, 
and RCS propellants for att:L tude' maneuvers) are included in thL s figure and 
not adjusted for' normal usage. 
The following assumptions were made for the r.alculations performed in this 
study: 
o· No impulse was provided by ,the propellants used for cooldown, diverted 
for operation of the ReS pumps and heat exchangers, or consumed during 
start and stop transients. 
o A complete cooldown cycle for each engine firing was required prior 
to pumped idle mode operation. 
- - ') 
o The propellants designated for the contingency AV were carried until 
the d~orbit maneuver was completed. Then, the contingency /J.Vwas 
supplied without transients or cooldown. In other wordS, the con-
tingency AV, was provided in a fifth "firing "after the deorbi t 
maneuver. 
The numerical results of this analysis are shown in Table 2.2-llb (along with 
the assumed values of specific impulse for each mode). Propellant consumption 
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is the sole basis for the tabulated results. In no case was the change in 
any present system design or tank and component weight assessed. The lower 
thrust capability of the RCS implies that long-duration firings (on the order 
of 1600 seconds) would be necessary to perform each maneuver, thus reducing the 
rrwnber of missions that can be completed before the limit of engine life is 
reached. Changes in tank volumes, tank weights, and required subsystem compon-
ents were not examined. 
It was assumed, as for the RCS, that operation in either of the two main 
engine modes is feasible; and the necessary modifications, if any, were not 
considered. The pumped idle mode qf operation offers the advantage of the 
availability of engine bleed for tank pressurization, which is not possible 
for the unpumped idle mode. The pumped idle mode requires that liquid 
propellants be provided to the engine immediately following cooldown. This 
requirement suggests some type of propellant orientation system. One possible 
technique is to apply an unpumped idle mode with cooldown propellants. 
In terms of propellant expenditure, the pumped i.dle mode is superior to the 
other two modes considered. This is true even though transients and cool ... 
down were assumed to make no contribution to impulse. Inclusion of the nQnimpulsive 
propellants results in an approximate effective specific impulse of 418 sec 
(about 93.5 percent of the assumed value). Therefore, the pumped idle mode 
will remain superior as long as the effective specific impulse of neither 
of the other two modes exceeds this value. The unpumped idle mode is not 
essential to the pumped idle mode. However, it offers the possibility of 
obtaining impulse performarice from the cooldown propellants. If used in this 
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manner, 1210 fewer pounds of impulse propellant would be required, raising 
the effective specific impulse to near 431 seconds. 
2.2 .. 1i .•. Performance. A study was conducted to determine the comparative per-
formance of various bell-type and aerospike engine configurat"!o"'::; for the 
Space Shuttle, For this study, a constant launch weight for the vehicle of 
3.5 million pounds was selected, and the payload was allowed to vary as nec-
essary to perform the missions. The parameters whose effects were evaluated 
were booster cruise lift/drag ratio, booster inert weight, orbiter inert 
weight, thrust/weight ratio, booster specific impulse, and orbiter specific 
impulse. The payload sensitivities as deternrlned by computer studies are 
recorded in Table 2.2-12 for each of these parameters. 
Maneuver 
Plane change due to 
launch dispersion 
Circularization at 
100 !lIn 
Transfer to 260 nm 
phasing orbit 
Deorbit 
Contingencies 
Total 
Weights 
Table 2.2-lla 
ORBIT MANEUVERS 
AV, fps 
200 
100 
558 
500 
500 
-
Payload 50,000 lb 
Entry Weight 272,698 Ib 
2-47C 
No. of Firings 
1 
1 
2 
1 
, " hgcKHggp MI5sI" E$ Be SpACE COMPANY 
~ ~ 
-_.-" '--~.-~-----"-
Table 2.2-11b 
PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 
Mode Impulse PrQRellant, lb Other Pr0iellant~ 
(1) 
Pumped Idle 36,240 2500 
(2) 
Unpumped Idle 40,760 80 
(3) 
ECS Thrusters 40,480 3520 
IMSC-A959837 
Vol. III 
lb Total, ~ lb 
38,740 
40,840 
44,000 
(1) includes propellant expended during cooldown and start/stop transients 
(2) includes only start/stop transients 
(3) includes propellant required for heat exchangers and pumps 
Mode 
Pumped Idle 
Unpumped Idle 
RCS Thru~ters 
PERFORMANCE ASSUMPTIONS 
Specific Imiulse, sec 
446.5 
380. 
386. 
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RUBBER VEHICLE PAYLOAD SENSITIVITIES 
Parameter 
Booster cruise lift/drag ratio 
Booster inert weight 
Orbiter inert weight 
Thrust/weight ratio 
Booster specific impulse 
Orbiter spec1fi.c impulse 
Payload. §~;:nsi ti vity 
2590 1b/\.lnl. t 
-0.189 }b/lb 
-1.13 lb/J.b 
38,800 Tb/unit 
665 Ib/unit 
765 lb/UI~i t 
The vehicles listed in Table 2.2-13 were evaluated. 
urations are discussed in Section 2.2 .• 2. 
A number of these contig-
Vehicle 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Q 
u 
9 
10 
11 
Table 2.~-13 
ENGINE CONFIGURATIONS 
~ine Confi6UEation .Booster ~6ine 
Optimum bell l3-4ooK (35:1) 
Compromise bell 13-400K (35:1) 
Optimum bell 13-400K (50:1) 
Optimum bell 13-400K (65:1) 
Optimum bell 13-400K (80:1) 
Compromise bell 13~400K (100:1) 
Compromise aerospike 13-400K (8 ft) 
,",- :. ... .. ~OmpromJ.se aerosplKe 13-400K (10 ft) 
Compromise aero spike 13-400K (11.5 ft) 
Optimum aerosJE-tke 7-800K (11.5 ft) 
Compromise aerospike 7-BooK (li. 5 ft) 
Orbi ter,~~ines 
3-400K hell (35/150) 
3-400K bell (35/150) 
3-400K bell (35/150) 
3-400l( bell (3~)/150) 
3-400K bell (35-150) 
3-400K bell (35/150) 
3-400K A/S (8 ft) 
3-400K A/s (10 ft) 
3-400K A/8 (11.5 ft) 
3-400K A/S(11.5 ft) 
3-400K A/S (11.5 ft) 
I~ the tradeoff study, the optimum beli (35:1) was selected as the baseline 
configuration. All of the bell-type engine configurations call for the same 
two-position engipe on the orbiter. Three of the aerospike configurations have 
identical engines on the two vehicle elements. The remaining two have related 
engines of different thrust levels. Payload weight changes resulting from 
variations in the parameters are shown in Table 2.~-l4. 
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CONFIGURATION* 
35:1 Optimum bell 
400K A/s (8 ft) 
800K Optimum A/s 
800K Comp. AI S 
35:1 Comp. bell 
50:l. bell 
l400K Als (10 :ft) 
165:1 bell 
60:1 bell 
~OOK A/s (11.5 ft) 
tlOO:1 bell 
t, .... l >"1" ;:"...:0.4 .. 
VEHICLE P/L NET 
NO. CHANGE, LB 
1 0 
7 -3601 
10 +7098 
. 11 +6995 
2 
-1970 
3 -2418 
8 -1727 
4 '-5189 
5 -6912 
9 -1098 
6 -9578 
Table 2.Z-14 
PAYLOAD WEIGHT CHANGES 
LID BOOSTER ORBITER 
EFFECT INERT WT. INERT WT. 
EFFECT EFFECT 
0 0 0 
0 1667 5057 
-1554 -367 2599 
-1554 -470 2599 
-1554 -416 0 
-2850 -1763 0 
-4144 -1641 4322 
-4144 
-2907 0 
-4792 -3650 0 
-5180 -3107 2599 
-5180 -4598 () 
l4 ••• 
T/W 
EFFECT 
0 
0 
4423 
4423 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
*Listed in order of increasing base area, and grouped if identical 
l~iLt::'~~.:'" ·,":;;J~~~~~t1f[~·";i;;"F-::~~E:::>t?~::r~!~1:'0T::'T~:Z~i!::;;''2:~:~::-:7-:·:.:::·-·":S-<~:7:;:f\.--:::.·:--:·1r:::::-·"4~·-:-:;::-·:~':'~.-:':>:·'" 
BJOSTER 
Isp EFFECT 
0 
2128 
3525 
3525 
0 
2195 
4855 
1862 
.. 
. 
1530 
611d 
200 
?-"-'-'''' -.) 
t " I 
ORBITER 
Isp EFFECT 
0 
-12,453 
-1,528 
-1,528 
0 
0 
·,:;,1l9 
0 
0 
-1,528 
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The L/D effect includes adjustment of the subsonic cruise propulsion system 
to overcome any loss in L/D. Evaluation of this table yields the following 
observations: 
• The best bell-type engine configuration is number 1, having an area ratio 
of 35:1. As area ratio is increased, there is a reduction in payload 
delivered. Although the vacuum specific impulse improves as the area 
ratio increases, the average delivered specific impulse over the flight 
of the booster first improves and then begins to deteriorate. Over the 
same range of area ratio, the penalty associated with the necessarily 
larger base area steadily increases. The net effect is most favorable 
for configuration number 1. 
• Configuration 9 is the best aero spike engine configuration ~hen the 
thrust ":f3. limited to 1-4-00K. This engine has the largest diameter; there-
fore, in contrast to the bell configurations, there is an increase in 
the payload delivered as the area ratio (diameter) is increased. The 
Significant weight penalties associated with larger base area are more 
than compensated for by the improvement in specific impulse. 
e Configurations 10 and 11 deliver more payload than the baseline. The 
prinCipal contributing effect is the thrust/weight ratio difference for 
these two configurations, which results from the greater liftoff thrust 
provided by the seven Aerospike engines. To compensate for this effect 
as a first apprOXimation, the payload gain from the increased thrust/ 
weight ratio may be subtracted. However, there is no change in the 
rankings. Furthermore, the gain due to inert weight savings in the 
orbiter is attributable to the use of the 400K, 11.5 foot engines. Use 
of these engines implies a premium in cost for the development of an 
engine derivative. If this payload gain is removed, configurations 10 
and 11 are essentially equivalent to the baseline. 
o In configurations 9 and 10, the 400K engine and the 800K engine have 
approximately the same diameter. The additional 400K engines required 
to meet the liftoff thrust entail a weight penalty slightly larger than 
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the payload gain because of the improved specific impulse. The difference 
in net payload change is small enough to suggest that these two config-
urations fall in the same performance class. 
e Three bell engine configurations may be paired with Aerospike configura-
tions having the same base area. They are 1/7, 4/8, and 6/9 in order of 
increasing area. In the last two cases, the Aerospike configuration is 
superior. For the smallest b,llse area, however, the bell is superior. 
The turnaround is caused by an especially severe degradation of Aerospike 
specific impulse at the smallest diameter. 
~ Configurations 1 and 9 represent the best of each engine type when the 
thrust levels are limited to 400K. If the 800K aerospike payload change 
is adjusted as discussed earlier, configurations 1, 9, 10 and 11 are 
capable of delivering approximately the same payload. Based on config-
uration 1, the net weight increases caused by larger base areas is about 
offset by the gain due to increased specific impulse. Hence, the best of 
both types of engines are evidently in the same performance class as 
measured by payload delivered. 
Evaluation of these configurations and others that may be defined should con-
tinue. The present conclusions are based principally on analytiC studies. 
Future work should include design layouts to verify earlier analytical results 
and assist in further differentiating among the configurations. 
2.2.5 Cost Considerations. A preliminary analysis was performed to assess 
the impact on system costs of carrying both the bell-type engine and aero spike 
engine into the design and.development phases for the Space Shuttle. The 
analysis was based on the 4.1 million-pound Two-Stage reusable vehicle and 
its development schedule, as described in Volume IX of "Space Shuttle ~ta" 
(IMSC-A9543l7A) . 
For this purJX)se, the first 18 months subsequent to Phase C go-ahead were 
divided into six increments of 3 months each. Each increment was then exam-
ined to determine the areas of effort that would be inpacted by a delay in 
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engine selection. Estimates were then made of the additional effort impose.d 
on the vehicle contractor QS a result of carrying parallel designs to accom-
,_ modate either the .bell-type or Aerospike engine configuration. These areas 
and the estimates of the percentages of additional effort required are shown 
in the activity matrix of Table 2.2-15. 
Based on LMSC estimates, the RDT&E costs for the baseline vehicle are $5310 
million after the development costs of the 613,000-pound vacuum thrust engine 
are subtracted. This cost estimate, which was derived by using the parametric 
cost model developed for the ILRV, agrees very closely with costs arrived at 
by using the Air Force CERs for Space Shuttle vehicles. The RIJr&E cost wa,s 
then spread over the first 18 months of the Phase C effort in accordance Yl:l.th 
an idealized 50/50 cost distribution when 50 percent cost is expended at 50 
percent time elapsed. The percentage of additional effort required to support 
the du.al-engine capability was then added to the baseline expenditure costs. 
The curves in Fig. 2.2-24 show the cumulative costs for both baseline and dual-
engine programs as a function of time for the first 18 months of Phase C. 
Figure 2.2-25 is a plot of the delta-cost as a function of time. 
As could be expected, the analysis shows that relatively minor cost penalties 
are incurred if the engine selection is made while the vehicle is still in 
the analysis and early design phases. However, these penalties can become 
significant as the program progresses into tooling and hardware. 
2 ~ ,.~. Summary and Conclusions. The principal considerations in the IMSC 
analysis were the following: 
~ 
o Engine configuration factors affecting vehicle design 
o Effect~ on design from engine installation 
o Engine performance 
o Costs 
Engine Oonfiguration Factors. Considered in the investigations 
was the basic groundrule that only one bell-type engine and one Aerospike 
engine WOQld exist and only modifications of these would be candidates. 
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For example, the bell-type engine could have a 35:1 nozzle with an extension 
to obtain higher specific impulse for vacuum performance, and the Aerospike 
engine ~ould add another ring of combustion chambers to double the thrust. 
It should be noted that a bell-type engine can be increased in specific 
impulse through the use of the nozzle extenSion, but theaerospike engine 
must increase in diameter in order to increase specific impulse. Sufficient 
tradeoff comparisons of overall booster and orbiter performance, including 
the effects related to L/D ratio and flyback propellant requirements, are 
not available to indicate fully all of the effects on the booster. However, 
" judgments based on available data tend to favor smaller booster base areas 
and, therefore, the bell-type engines at lower expansion ratios (35:1). 
If the a erospike is employed, it appears more desirable to replace two bell-
type engines of lower expansion ratio (35:1) with one aero spike engine of 
twice the thrust; otherwise, the booster vehicle base areas will have to be 
increased if engines of equal thrust are substituted. Engine configuration 
effects are sUlJlllBrized in Table 2 •. 2 -16. 
Table 2.2·16 
SUMMARY OF ENGINE CONFIGURATION EFFECTS 
ON A TWO-STAGE VEHICLE SYSTEM 
Engine Configuration 
Length (inches) 
{Static Nozzle Dia ~am1c 
Weight (ea-lb) 
Engine Installation 
No. of Engines 
Thrust Level (lb) 
Base Area (sq ft) 
Structure Weight, etc.(l.l 
Performance 
Specific Impulse 
Payload Increment 
BOOSTER SPACECRAFT 
Aerospike Bell-nozzle Aerospike Bell-nozzle 
52 in 132 in 
139 in 61 in 
141 in 92 in 
7800 4140 
7 13 
800K 400K 
1430 1262 
+1500 baseline 
52' in 
136; in 
137 in 
4450 
210/273 
124 in 
188 in 
4700 
3 3 
400K 400K 
co~on 
+635 baseline 
-6.0 sec sea level -1.6 sec vacuum 
baseline baseline 
~800 pounds less payload for Aerospike 
installation where nOminal payload is 
~~~8~0~:~d:t a launch weight of 
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Engine Installation Factors. Conslusions resulting from the examin-
ation factors, other than booster base area effects, did not indicate large 
penalties to provide for the capability of using either the a.erospike or the 
bell-type engines. Thrust structures, plumbing, and related hardware can be 
modified at fixed aft vehicle stations to accept either engine. Fairings 
required to protect the bell-type engines from air loads are a major contrib-
utor to the weight differences. The relevance of engine installation factors 
on the shuttle vehicle are summarized in Table 2 • .2-17. 
Table 2.2-17 
SUMMARY OF ENGINE INSTALLATION EFFECTS 
ON A TWO-STAGE VEHICLE SYSTEM 
TVC Gimbal Angle 
TVC Actuators 
Feed; Line Size 
Propellant Tank Pressure 
(Based on NPSH) 
- Booster 
Thrust Structure 
- Spacecraft 
Engine Installation _ Booster 
Fairings 
Exhaust Plume Press. Effects 
Exhaust Plume Thermal Effects 
Exhaust Plume Acoustic Effects 
Base Area - Booster 
Base Area -" -~'! Spacecraft 
Minimum 
Installation 
Differences 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
I 
Significant 
Installation 
Differences 
7-800K Aerospike 
Engines vs. 13-400K 
bell-nozzle engines 
Not required for 
Aerospike 
Aerospike creates 
severe environment 
on elevons 
(insufficient data) 
x 
2-57 
Minimum Aerospike 
larger than minimum 
bell nozzle 
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Engine Performance. The engine performance factors did not produce 
significant differences. The reportedly inherent idle mode capability of 
the a.erospike engine may be an advantage, but further study is required' to 
establish the total magnitude of this feature. 
Cost Estimates. The cost to the Space Shuttle contractors of main-
taining the capability of using either engine in the program bas been esti-
mated to be approximately $30 million through the first year. 
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2.3 PROPULSION/VEHICLE SYSTEM INTERFACE 
In establishing detailed propulsion system parameters, engine 
J'ltfSC-A9 598 31 
Vol. III 
that are equally applicable both to the booster and orbiter stages of 
either the Two-Stage or Triamese vehicles must be considered. The 
requirements of engine commonality, efficient engine operation at both 
sea level and altitude, and reusability of engines for extended periods 
impose significant innovations; and the development of criteria that are 
definitive and responsive to reqUirements becomes the program objective. 
The tasks to be accomplished in this program include: 
• Exwrdne the reusable vehicle confi,gurl\tions and their missiOn 
reqUirements. 
e Determine rocket engine size and performance characteristics 
that meet vehicle and mission requirements. 
o Establish operational criteria for start and stop sequences, 
throttling, propellant feed condition, TVC, engine control and 
instrumentation, environments impQsed CIl the engine and created 
by the engine, etc. 
o Identify rocket engine reusability criteria for preflight and 
postflight checkouts, maintenance, overhaul, etc. 
• Correlate rocket engine physical dimensions with vehicle 
limitations. 
• Evaluate basic criteria for the compatibility of the engine 
control system with the vehicle integrated electronic system. 
From each of these tasks, rocket engine requirements and 
engine operational and performance criteria can be specified. On the 
basis of studies conducted and the data generated to date, rocket engine 
criteria for a reusable space transport system document have been prepared. 
The latest version of this document is presented in Appendix Ai the bases 
for selection of the criteria are discussed in the following section. 
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As a result of the task studies conducted, the bases for the rocket engine 
criteria have been derived. These bases are discussed in the following 
paragraphs. For convenience, the paragraphs are numbered to correspond 
to the paragraphs of Appendix A, the Rocket Engine Criteria Document. 
(3.1.1.1.1) Thrust. Thrust ratings and mixture ratios required for 
the rocket engine are shown in Fig. 2.3-1. Ratings are derived from 
mission analyses shown in Refs. l( a) and l( d). The requirement for 
the emergency rating (115~) are based on abort analyses reported in 
Ref. l( e) • Data shmring these requirements for the: Two-Stage and 
Triamese vehicles are shown in Fig. 2.3-2 and 2.3-3. Normal thrust 
rating for the two vehicles is derived from data shown in Fig. 
2.3-4.M1xture ratio requirements are shown in Fig. 2.3-5. 
Spacecraft configurations that make use of these engines are shown 
in Ref. 1. 
(3.1.1.1.2) Specific Impulse. The required minimum engine specific 
impulses listed in the Rocket Engine Criteria, Appendix A, are based 
on analytic studies whose results are discussed below. 
Fig. 2.3-6 is a presentation of the effect of booster and orbiter 
mixture ratios on launch weight and total dry weight. Altho~~h a 
co~n mixture ratio of 6:1 minimizes the launch weight, a mixture 
ratio of 7:1 was selected in order to minimize the dry weight and 
hence vehicle size and cost. Fig. 2.3-6 indicates that there are 
relatively small variations in launch weight and dry weight as 
the mixture ratio changes from 6:1 to 7:1. The mixture ratio that 
is ultimately selected for the Space Shuttle engines will depend 
on other important criteria. 
(3.1.1.2~1) Duty Cycle. Burn times and rocket engir/.e power settings 
for selected missions calculated at LMSC are given in Table 2.3-1. 
Typical orbital operations data, which are based on a preliminary 
allotment ot 2000 ft/sec ot total incremental velocity, are presented 
in Table 2.3-2. 
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Calculations show that it is m~re economical in terms of propellants to 
use primary propulsion for orbital maneuvers in excess of 500,000 lb/sec 
when the cooldown propellants are used in an unpumped idle mode having 
a specific impulse of 300 lb/ sec. It was assumed that the main engine 
and the RCS have specific impulses of 446.5 and 389 lbf-sec/lbm, 
respectively. Recent information indicates that the specific impulse 
of the unpumped idle mode will be greater than 300 lbf-sec/lbm and that 
the specific impulse of the ReS will be sl~ghtly lower than 389 lbf-sec/ 
lbm. If' either one of' these trends occurs, the point (total impulse) 
at whieh the primary propulsion mode becomes superior will tall. 
• 
115~--____________________________ ~--~ 
100 
10 
I 
I 
• 
MIXTURE RATIO 
7 
I 
I 
• 
P'ig. 2.3-1 Engine Tbrust Regime 
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ESl'DlATED DU'1'I CYCLE,Vl!BICLE WITH 50,OOO-LB PAYLOAD, 3-G LIMI'l', 
CXII!'DUOUS TIIROTTLDG,mR LAUJ(CR TO 55- DCLDlATICW,· 
45xlOO-JO( EI.J..IPl'ICAL ORBIT 
'TWO-STAGE TRIAMESE 
Burn Time Jsecl Thrust Rating (~) Bu.rD Time ( sec 1 
0 
115 (throttled) 
196 
staging 
196 
420 (throttled) 
436 (orbit 
1Iljection) 
Maneuver 
Plane change due to 
launch diaper.ion 
Circularization 
at 100nm 
Transfer to 260 ~ 
phasing orbit 
~erm1na1 rendezvous, 
docking, and 
undocking (Res) 
Deorbit 
Contingency 
'l'O'l'AL 
100 (SL) 
° 
100 (VAC) 125 (throttled) 
62 (VAC) 184 
Staging 
100 (VAC) 184 
100 411 (throttled) 
90 443 (orbit 
injection) 
Table 2.3-2 
ORBITAL MAIlDIVER 
Incremental PropellaDt lWeight* 
Velocity IIIpulse Total 
ltt/sec-) lIb) llb) 
200 4,2lt.o 4,740 
'1 
100 2,110 2,610 
558 10,910 11,910 
142 4,070 4,500 
500 9,650 10,150 
500 9,330 9,330 
2,000 40,310 43,240 
Thrust RatiD~ lil 
100 (SL) 
100 (VAC) 
65 (VAC) 
100 (VAC) 
100 
81 
ROllins 1 lIaminal** 
Impulae Burn Time 
llb-sec) lsecl 
-
1.89.106 41 
0.94.106 20 
. 6 
4.88·10 105 
1.55-106 
-
4.31.106 93 
4.16-106 90 
*Total propellant, including atart/ atop tran,ienta and coo1dOVll propellants. 
**With- one engine throttled. to 10 percent Dormal rat1Dg. 
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l3.l.1.2.1.1) Starting, (3.1.1.3.1.3) Shutdown. Start and shutdown 
characteristics of the rocket engines are based on predicted performance. 
", 
(3.1.1.2.2) Thrust Vector Control. Results of LMSC preliminary 
calculations (Ref. 2) to determine the thrust vector control require-
ments for the Two-Stage vehicle to 45 x lOO-nm orbit with all engines 
operating normally are as follows: 
Angular Displacement 
Pitch 
Yaw 
Pitch Cant Angle 
Yaw Cant Angle 
,Booster (des) 
±7·5 
±1.5 
±3 
o 
Orbiter (deg) 
±5 
±5 
The location of the center of gravity of this vehicle is shown in 
Fig. 2.3-7. The location of the center of gravity with respect to 
the aerodynamic center (i.e., center of pressure) at takeoff is such 
that the vehicle is inherently stable. Thus, angular acceleration rate 
variations have no significant effect upon the angular displacement limits. 
The TVC capabilities of selecte~ rocket engines, including XLRl29, M-1, 
J-2S, XLR-81BA-15, and RL-IO, are shown in Table 2.3 -3. It would appear 
that engines are generally capable of providing the necessary capability 
fOr pormal vehicle operation. 
(3.1.1.2.4) Thrust Transients. Data on thrust transients for the engine 
operational modes are based on predicted performance. 
(3.1.1.2.6) Mixture Ratio Control. 'l'he engine mixture ratio require-
ments have been defined in 3.1.1.1.1. Control requirements for 
propellr'~t utilization are discussed iII. Ref. l( c). 
(3.1.1.2.8) Propellant Dum~. The requirements for propellant dump 
through the engine without ignition has not been established. However, 
the J-2S engine has this capability, as cited in Ref. 3, and the 
capability may be desirable for these missions. 
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THRUST VECTOR CONTROL CAPABILITIES FOR VARIOUS ROCKET ENGINES 
Angular Angular Angular 
Displacement Velocity Acceleration 
Engine Deg DerjSec Raatsec2 
XlR129 7.0 30 30.0 
J-2S 7.5 76.0 
M-l 7.5 15 
XLR8l-BA.-15 3.0 36 30.0 
RL-10 !~.O 32.9 
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(3.1.2.2.1.1) Module Replacement. Rapid turnaround of the Space 
Shuttle system requires engine refurbishment and module replacement 
as necessary. Requirements for these operations are discussed in 
Ref. l(e), and the feasibility of the approach is described in 
Ref. 4. 
(3.1.2.2.1.2) Engine Overhaul. The requirement for a 10-hour 
time between overhaul has been established to make feasi.ble the long 
operating life specified for the engine in 3.1.2.3.1. 
(3.1.2.2.2) Checkout Criteria. The oapability for automatic checkout 
of the engine and its performance is cited in Refs. l(c) and l(e) • 
This concept, which is being used in the C-5A malfunction detection J 
analysis, and recording (MADAR) subsystem is discussed in ?,(: f. 5. 
(3.1.2.3.1) Operating Life. The 50-hour total operational life 
(four overhauls) specified for each engine was derived from an 
estimate of 2000 flights during a 10-year program, which could be 
accomplished with seven vehicles that require 10 minutes of engine 
operation for each flight. 
(3.1.2.3.3) Storage Life. The 10-year storage life for the engines 
is predicated on a 10-year program. Any longer time may result in 
obsolescence of the engine or the vehicle. 
(3.2.1.2.1.1) Operation. Engine operational regimes are discussed 
in 3.1.1.1.1 and 3.1.1.2.1. In order to meet these requirements, 
propellants must be provided to the engine under specified conditions 
for the pumped operat~~ cp.s but may be sat1lrated liquid or mixed phase 
propellants for the unpumped idle mode. 
(3.2.1.2.1.2) Chilldown. The turbopump must be preconditioned to 
propellant temperatures to prevent mixed phase propellant flow for 
pumped operation. However, the engine can be op~rated in an unpumped 
idle mode with the chilldown propellants. 
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(3.2.1.2.2.1) Heliwn. Heliwrl is required for operation of engine 
valves and tank pressurization. These operations are described in 
Ref. l(cJ. 
(3.2.1.2.2.2) Autogenous Pressurant ReQuirements. The propellant 
tanks are pressurized with gaseous propellants, as discussed in 
Ref. l(c), during engine operation. 
(3.3.1.3) En~ine Center of Gravity. During booster operation, the 
vehicle center of gravity moves markedly rearward. To minimize 
this change, a forward location of the engine center of gravity is 
desirable. 
(3.3.1.5) Pressurants. Engine and propellant tank pressurants 
are discussed in 3.2.1.2.2.1 and 3.2.1.2.2.2. 
(3.3.1.7.1) Control. The requirements for turbo pump control of 
propellant flow are discussed in 3.1.1.2.6. 
(3.3.1.7.2) Gimba]led Eniine. Thrust vector control requirements 
are discussed in 3.1.1.2.2. 
(3.3.1.8) Electrical System. Instrumentation and checkout require-
ments for the engine are discussed in 3.1.2.2.2. 
2.3.2 References 
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This section describes the results of parametric studies of reentry heating 
and thermal protection concepts. The study trades are based on an LMSC -
ILRV orbiter configuration that is representative of both the upper stage 
of a Two-Stage or a Triamese system. The configurat.ion is characterized by 
a flat bottom, constant-leading-edge sweep, delta-wing ·lifting body. An 
oblate ellipsoidal nose cap is used to minimize stagnation point heating 
levels. , 
3.1 REENTRY HEATING 
Heating prediction roothods used during the ILRV study and the results of two 
wind tunnel programs to measure heat transfer distributions on the orbiter 
configuration are discussed below. The orbiter thermal environment is 
described for several entry tr~jectories. 
3.1.1 Heating Prediction Methods 
All heating predictions were based on the 1962 standard Atmosphere (Ref. 3-1) 
and Hansen's equilibrium air properties (Ref. 3-2). Progressive boundary 
layer transition starting at a local Reynolds number of 1 million and ending 
at 2 million was assumed. Table 3-1 summarizes the heating prediction methods 
used during this study. The methods are discussed below according to vehicle 
location. 
3.1.1.1 Nose and Leading Edges. Nose stagnation point heating rates were 
computed by the method of Fay and Riddell (Ref. 3-3) with the velocity 
gradient based on the experimental data of Boison and Curtiss (Ref. 3-4). 
These data indicate that the effective radius for the spacecraft ellipsoidal 
nose with a 3.0··ft semirnajor axis and 1.5-ft semiminor axis is 5.0-ftj 
i.e., the stagnation point heating is identical to that on a 5.0-ft 
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radius sphere. Body and fin leading edge heating rates were computed by the 
method of Fay and Riddell, modified for two-dimensional flow. Fin leading 
edge heating rates were increased by 20 percent, based on wind tunnel heating 
data discussed below. Leading edge boundary layer transition was assumed to 
occur when the freestream Reynolds number based on diameter equals 800,000, 
a criterion proposed by Bushnell (Ref. 3-5). Stagnation line turbulent flow 
heating rates were computed by the method of Beckwith and Gallagher (Ref. 3-6). 
Leading edge transition occurs late in the entry trajectory, so turbulent 
heating rates are considerably lower than peak lamine~r values. 
3.1.1.2 Lower Surface. Heating rates in the nose region (S/Rn<5) were based 
on the blunt delta wing laminar heating distributions presented in Ref. 3-7. 
Aft of five nose radii from the stagnation point, the lower surface flow 
properties were based on oblique shock theory and heating rates were computed 
by two-dimens:i.onal flat plate theory empirically modified to account for out-
flow. In Fig. 3-1, the outflow correction factors for laminar and turbulent 
flow are plotted versus the streamline divergence parameter JTAN~L7TAN E 
(Ref. 3-8). The laminar flow curve is based on correlation of lower center-
line heat transfer data from several wind tunnel models with sharp or slightly 
blunted nose and leading edges. With increased bluntness the heating rates 
decrease; consequently, application of these data to the spacecraft entry 
heating predictions is expected to yield conservative results. 
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AERODYNAMIC HEATING PREDICTION SUMMARY 
Location 
stagnation point 
Leading edge-laminar 
Theory 
Fay and Riddell 
Modified Fay and 
Riddell 
Comments 
Experimental velocity 
gradient data for 
ellipsoidal nose 
Sweep independence prin-
ciple, conservative for 
large oc 
~eading edge-turbulent Beckwith and Gallagher Transition at 
Reoo,n = 800,000 
uowersurface-laminar Reference Enthalpy Tangent wedge flow properties 
~ower surface-turbulent Rho-Mu 
Upper surfac~side panel Reference Enthalpy 
and Rho-Mu 
3-3 
Empirical outflow correction 
Experimental spanwise 
distribution 
Boundary layer origin at 
start of transition 
Experiment[3.l pressure 
coefficient 
Empirical boundary layer origin 
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The data indicate that two-dimensional flat plate heating theory must be 
modified to account for outflow when the local angle of attack exceeds the 
platform semiapex angle. For turbulent flow, an outflow correction factor 
1s estimated from the laminar experimental results as follows: 
From streamline divergence theory (Ref. 3-8), 
(:W)W\ = Jl + 2 j
and (~)imlB = VI 1 + ~ j 
where j is the exponent 1n the equation for the initial shape of the inviscid 
streamlines on the lower centerline, 1.e. 
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Since j is independent of the state of the boundary layer, these equations 
can be combined to yield the turbulent flow outflow correction factor in 
terms of the laminar value as follows: 
(L) = 5~ IL\2 hFP TURB vi g'g t~)LAM 
As indicated in Fig. 3-2, the turbulent flow correction factor is considerably 
smaller than the laminar value. The outflow factors are appl:l.ed to two-
dimentional flat plate heating rates computed by Eckert's reference enthalpy 
method (Ref. 3-9) for laminar flow and by Hanks' rho-mu method (Ref. 3-10) 
for turbulent flow. 
3.1.1.3 Upper Surface. Heating rates on the body side panels were based on 
a procedure developed in analysis of wind tunnel data from several lifting 
entry spacecraft configurations. The heating distributions are computed by 
two-dimensional flat plate theory with local flow properties based on an 
isentropic expansion from the leading edge stagnation line to the local 
pressure. The empirically determined characteristics dimension used to 
evaluate the heating theory is four times the surface distance from the 
leading edge stagnation line, measured normal to the leading edge. 
3.1.2 Heat Transfer Test Programs 
During the ILRV study, two wind-"tunnel programs were conducted to measure 
heat transfer distributions on the orbi ter confi~ation. One test program 
was conducted in the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory 96-Inch Shock Tunnel by 
ure' of a 17. 5-inch model instrumented with 48 heat transfer and 12 pressure 
sensors. Laminar flow data were obtained at a Mach number of 16 and unit 
ReYnolds number per foot of 500,000. Turbulent flow data were obtained at 
Ma;ch 8 and unit Reynolds numbers per foot of 20 and 50 million. The second 
te.st program was conducted in the NASA-Langley Mach 8 Variable Density 
Hypersonic Tunnel with 13-inch plastic models used. Heat transfer distributions 
we~eobtained by the temperature sensitive coating technique with Tempilaq 
as the surface temperature indicator. Teats were conducted at a Mach number 
of 8 and unit Reynolds numbers per foot ranging from 1 to 10 million. 
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Analysis of the data from these tests is in process. Preliminary correlations 
indicate that the methods used to predict entry heating rates are generally 
conservative and no modifications to the heat shield material·selections are 
required. The test data and correlations have been transmitted to the 
responsible NASA personnel. 
3.1.3 Reentry Thermal Environment 
Reentry temperature-time histories are shown in Figs. 3-2 through 3-4 for 
various orbiter locations. The entry trajectory is based on a wing loading 
of 50 Ib/ft2, initial entry angle of -1.0 deg, constant angle of attack of 
o 25 deg, and peak lower surface temperature of 2200 F. The resulting aero-
dynamic crossrange is 1606 nm. 
Figure 3-2 shows temperature histories for the nose stagnation point and the 
fin and body lead edge stagnation lines. The peak stagnation point temperature 
o 0 is 2730 F. Peak temperatures on the fin and body leading edges are 2200 F and 
20700F, respectively. Lower centerline temperature histories at 25, 50, 75, 
and 100 percent chord are shown in Fig. 3-3. Peak temperatures are 2120, 2190, 
1890,and 17300 F, respectively. The change in slope of the temperature his-
tories reflects the assumption of gradual boundary layer tranSition, starting 
at a local Reynolds number of 1 million and ending at 2 million. Figure 3-4 
shows temperature histories at four upper surface locations. A sketch of the 
vehicle cross-section is included to show the locations analyze~. Peak upper 
o 
surface temperatures range from 600 to 1000 F. 
Additional heating analyses have been performed for 35- and 45-deg angle-of-
attack entry trajectories. These trajectories are also temperature constrained, 
with bank angle modulated to maintain a constant lower surface maximum tem-
perature of 22000 F during periods of high heating. The resulting crossrange 
is 460 run for ex = 45 deg and 840 nm for a = 35 deg. Figure 3-5 shows the 
effect of' croSSTange on 'peak surface temperature at six vehicle locations, 
based on calculations for the three trajectories. Entering at large angle 
of attack (angle of' attack increases with decrease in crossrange) results 
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in a reduction :in peak temperature for the nose cap, the fin leading edge, 
and all upper surface locations. The body leading edge and most lower sur-
face locations experience an increase in peak temperature as the angle of 
attack is increl3.sed, although the peak temperature is 22000 F for all three 
trajectories. 
Table 3-2 shows the percentage of orbiter surface area that experiences 
various peak temperature levels for crossranges of 0,500, 1000 and 1500 run. 
The three constant angle-of-attack entry trajectories discussed above were 
used to generatE! these data. With the exception of the nose cap, all 
surfaces experience temperatures between 500 and 2200oF. 
Table 3-2 
PERCENTAGE OF ORBITER SURFACE AREA. FOR 
VARIOUS TEMPERATURE RA.NGES 
Temperature Range Cross Range (nm) 
(OF) 0 500 1000 
Below 200 0 0 0 
200 to 500 0 0 0 
~ 
500 to 800 34 33 33 
800 to 1500 11 12 13 
1500 to 2000 25 27 28 
2000 to 2200 30 28 26 
2200 to 2500 0.3 0.4 0.4 
2500 to 3000 0 0.1 0.1 
Over 3000 0 0 0 
1500 
0 
0 
32 
13 
30 
25 
0.4 
0.1 
0 
The thermal environment associated with the orpiterunbanked entry at 
CL MAX (QI = 55 deg) has also been evaluated. This trajectory involves 
a reentry time of 1950 sec from 400,000 ft to touchdown, generating a 67 run 
crossrange, compared to 3150 sec tor the 25-deg angle-or-attack trajector.y, 
which generates 1606 _ croas1"8Dge. 
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Fig. 3-2 Nose and Leading Edge Temperature Histories for Entry at a = 25 Deg 
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Fig. 3-6 Nose and Leading Edge Temperature Histories 
for Entry at ~ = 55 Deg 
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Temperature histories for the nose cap and leading edge are shown in Fig. 
3~6. Peak temperatures of 24000 F and 22250 F are experienced by the nose 
cap and leading edge, respectively. To constrain the maximum temperature 
on the lower surface to 22000 F the first 12 ft of the vehicle requires a 
heat shield material capable of temperatures from 22000 F to 2400oF. Fig. 
3-7 shows temperature histories for five lower surface locations. The 
abrupt increases in temperature indicate transition from laminar to turbu-
lent flow. For entry at CL MAX' peak temperatures generally result from 
laminar heating. 
3.2 THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM MATERIALS 
3.2.1 Srunrnary 
The leading candidate materials for heat shield and thermal protection 
applications are as follows: 
• Metallic plus insulation 
• Rigid insulation 
• Ablators 
The metallic heat shields and LI-1500 lightweight rigid insul~tion are lead-
ing candidates for thermal protection. A Fiberglas-reinforcErlsilicone 
elastomer ablator is considered as an alternate system. However, ablators 
undergo mass losses and are not compatible with fully reusable vehicles. 
The materials and predicted temperatures used for heat shield weight es-
timates are summarized in Table 3-3 for various areas of the Two-Stage and 
Triamese vehicles. The selected materials and other candidates are dis-
cussed in the following sections. 
As indicated in Table 3-3, TD-NiCr is being considered for applications 
to 2200oF. While TD-NiCr has a short-time capability to 2400oF, Cb-752 
o 
will be considered for ranges from 2200 to 2500 F for prolonged temperature 
designs. 
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Table 3-3 
MATERIALS AND PREDICTED TEMPERATURES 
T wo-St age 
Orbiter Booster 
Surface Forward Center Aft Forward Center 
Body Upper 700 to 1100 600 to 1000 500 to 1000 650 600 
Heat Shield Rene' 41 Rene 41 Rene' 41 Ti Ti 
Body Lower 2000 to 220~ 2000 to 2200 1800 to 2000 1200 1000 
Heat Shield TD-NiCr TD-NiCr TD-NiCr Rene' 41 Rene' 41 
Nose 2750 1450 - - Rene' 41 -Ta-10W 
Fin Leading 2200 
- - TD-NiCr - -Edge 
Wing/Body 2080 2080 1650 
Leading Edge - TD-NiCr TD-NiCr - Rene41 
Wing Upper 
- - -
650 600 
Heat Shield Ti Ti 
Wing Lower 
- - -
1250 1200 
Heat Shield Rene'41 Rene' 41 
I 
Triamese 
Orbiter Booster 
Surface Forward Center Aft Forward Center 
Body Upper 700 to 1100 600 to 1000 500 to 1000 650 650 
H£lat Shield Rene' 41 RenJ 4J Rene' 41 Ti Ti 
Body Lower 2000 to 2200 2000 to 2200 1800 to 2000 1250 1200 
Heat Shield TD-NiCr TD-NiCr TD-NiCr Rene' 41 Rene' 41 
Nose 2750 1450 Ta-10W - - Rene' 41 -
Fin Leading 2200 
Edge - - TD-NiCr - -
Wing/Body 2080 2080 1650 
Leading Edge - - Rene' 41 TD-NiCr TD-NiCr 
Wing Upper 650 6QO 
Heat Shield - - - Ti Ti 
Wing Lower 1250 1200 
Heat Shield - - - Rene' 41 Rene' 41 
Note: 1. Cb-752, 22000 F to 25000 F (if required) 
LMSC-A/959837 
Vol m 
Aft 
500 
Ti 
800 
Rene' 41 
-
1650 
Rene' 41 
1650 
RenE~ 41 
550 
Ti 
110{) 
Rene'41 
Aft 
500 
Ti 
1100 
Rene' 41 
-
1650 
Ren~ 41 
1650 
Rene' 41 
550 
Ti 
1100 
Rene' 41 
2. LI-1500 interchangeaolewith metallic heat shields 
3. Ablator - backup heat shield 
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Selection of a material or material system is determined by the strength, 
mechanical and metallurgical stability,and oxidation resistance. For this 
survey, candidate materials were classified into four basic groups with re-
spect to their ma.ximum long-time service temperature, as follows: 
• Service up to 10000F 
f) From 10000 to 20000F 
From 0 25000F e 2000 to 
" 
Above 25000F 
Table 3-4 is a compilation of selected candidate alloys, based on an analysis 
of availablility, mechanical and physical properties, and their maximum 
structural utilization temperature. Illustrated in Table 3-5 are merit 
indices devised to relate materials to various design characteristics and 
to provide an efficient index for materials comparison. Data included in 
prelnration of these indexes include factors listed below: 
.1 Structural stability during cyclic exposure (pE 1/2) 
c 
~, Fabricability 
@ Physical properties (0" K, C , and emissivity) p 
e Mechanical properties (Ft /p ,F /p, and creep) u cy 
® t - material practical minimum gage thickness 
m 
o Oxidation characteristics 
~ Metallurgical stability during cyclic environment 
3-13 
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Base Metal 
Light Metals 
Aluminum 
Titanium 
Superalloys 
Nickel base 
Dispersion 
strengthened 
Cobalt base 
Table 3-4 
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CANDIDATE HEAT SHIELD METALS 
Melting Max. Structural Alloy Utilization Point 
(OF) Designation Temperature (OF) 
2219-TBl 300 
1200 6061-T6 
7075-T6 250 
BA1-l Mo-1V 
3100 6Al-4v 600 
5Al-2, 5Sn 
Inconel 71B 1400 
2650 Inco 625 1400 
Rene' 41 1600 
2650 TD-NiCr 2200 TD-Ni 
2700 Haynes 25 lBoo (L-605) 
Refractory Alloy 
Tantalum 5425 90Ta-1OW 3100 
Molybdenum 4750 TZM 3100 
Columbium 4380 Cb752 2700 
Tungsten 6100 W,·2% ThO 
, 2 3200 
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3.2.2.1 Titanium Alloy. Fig.' 3-8 through 3-11 show candidate titanium 
alloy capability vs temperature compared with aluminum. Titanium alloy 
8AI-LMo-lV 'was selected for applications up to 6000 F because of its excellent 
response to fabricability, high strength, and extensive history of use in 
manufacturing. 
3.2.2.2 Superalloys. The term superalloy usually defines the nickel, co-
balt, and iron base alloys that are intended for structural use in the temp-
erature range of 1000 to 2000oF. They have more oxidation resistance than 
stainless steels and display considerably more strength above lOOOoF. 
Generally, the cobalt-base alloys are more chemically and metallurgically 
stable at higher temperatures than the nickel-base alloys. Most superalloys 
display good weldability with the exception of the thoria dispersed strength-
ened alloys. Therefore, the metallurgical and chemical stability must be 
considered in determining the relative merits of the candidate alloys for 
this program. Figures 3-12 through 3-14 show temperature-property data. 
The superalloys are oxidation resistant but will oxidize at high temper-
atures. The oxidation behavior of a metal or alloy depends not only on the 
composition of the reactants and environment, but also on the internal 
and surface structure, the state of stress, and geometry of the part. The 
process of oxidation is also sensitive to velocity, density and composition, 
and flow pattern of the oxidizing environment. Alloys designed for strength 
may not have maximum oxidation resistance. When maximum strength is desired, 
protective coatings should be considered. Usually a light surface oxide 
is desirable for high emittance; however, intergranular oxidation in small 
amounts can be a serious problem on thin sections. It not only reduces 
the cross-section, but can act as a notch in notch sensitive materials. 
Of the superalloys, the precipitation hardenable nickel base alloys, such 
as Rene' 41, are the most susceptible to intergranular'oxide penetration. 
As previously mentioned, stress also affects the rate of oxidation. It 
appears that oxidation proceeds at a constant rate with increasing stress 
until a threshold level is reached, where oxidation then proceeds more 
rapidly. Static oxidation behavior at one atmosphere is used for initial 
3-17 
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Fig. 3-8 DensityCompensateci Ultimate Stress vs Temperature -
Aluminum and Titanium Alloys 
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Fig. 3-9 DensityC0mpensated Compressive Yield Stress vs Temperature -
, Aluminum and Titanium Alloys 
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Fig. 3-10 Compressive Modulus of Elasticity vs Temperature 
of Candidate Materials 
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Fig. 3-11 structural Stability Comparison of Aluminum 
and Titanium Alloys 
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alloy comparison as illustrated in Fig. 3-15. Depth of penetration per 
side for the candidate superalloys is based on assumed (1) uniform oxide 
attack, (2) depth of penetration (extrapolated from current data) is uni-
f"orm and linear with respect to time and temperature to the extrapolated 
pOints, and (3) no stress. These published data have been sUbstantiated 
by static thermal stability tests conducted in the NASA Hypersonic Wing 
Study*. 
Inconel 625. Inconel 625 nickel-base alloy was evaluated for temperatures 
up to 14000 F (heat shield 1800oF) because of its excellent combination of 
desirable properties and oxidation resistance. Haynes alloy, H.S. 25 (L605), 
is considered a backup rather than primary material choice because of higher 
weight as compared to Inco-625. However, Alloy L605 is superior in thermal 
and metallurgical stability and can be used to upgrade the system to a 
maximum service temperature of 16oo0F (1800oF for heat shields). 
TD-NiCr. The tht:tt"ia ... dispersed strengthened alloy, TD-NiCr, was selected ---.N.~ __ _ 
for application to heat shields and leading edge designs up to 2200oF. 
TD-NiCr is a nickel-chrornium base alloy strengthened by an ultrafine and a 
td.ghly uniform dispersion of thoria (Th02 ) that has outstanding oxidation 
resistance, structural stability, and moderate strength up to 24oooF. This 
alloy was primarily developed for long-time service in severe applications 
at temperature ranges bridging that served by superalloys and coated re-
fractory metals. These outstanding properties, supported by screening tests 
performed in the NASA Hypersonic Wing Program,make it a distinct choice for 
heat shields and leading edge structure. Table 3-6 summarizes the advantages 
and disadvantages of TD-NiGr. 
*Hypersonic Cruise Vehicle Wing Structure Evaluation, Contract No. NASI-7573, 
Lockheed Missil~s & Space Company, Sunnyvale, California 
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TD -NiCr MATERIAL 
Advantages 
No oxidation-protective coating 
Good RT ductility 
Good high-temperature strength 
Satisfactory creep resistance 
No RT property degradation 
after exposure 
Satisfactory fastening 
Mechanical 
Brazing 
Disadvantag~~ 
Limited availability 
Limited to 22000 F (short time 
to 24000 F) 
Limited elevated temperatlITe 
ductility 
Material property data shortage 
Flatness problems (honeycomb 
face sheet applications) 
Low welding allowables 
3.2.2.3 Refractory Metalf3. The increas ing demand for structural materials 
capable of operating at temperatures h~gher than the superalloys requires 
consideration of refractory base materials. 
Columbium. Columbium poss~sses several outstanding properties that make 
it attractive for high-temperature structural applications. The metal and 
most of its alloys possess excellent fabricability,and its density is less 
than most of the refractory materials. However, the use of columbium at 
. 0 
temperatures greater than 1000 F requires the use of an oxidation protective 
system, since the oxide of columbium is nonprotective. 
Oxidation of Columbium. Unprotected columbium reacts with oxygen to form 
a nonadherent oxide at a rate dependent on alloy composition, temperature, 
and environment. At temperatures greater than 2700oF, the rate is apparently 
., 
great eno. to produce an exothermic reaction, that is, self-sustaining. 
Th · d t t ddt h . 11 d" t· . t . " lS pre' -"~:-. ~ an empera ure epen en p enomenon lS ca e au olgnl lon. 
At lower .":'"npe::catures, the diffusion of oxygen causes embri ttlement of the 
substrate. 
Columbium retains usef~.strength to temperatures approaching 3000oF. Con-
sideration of the apparent autoignitionrestricts its maximum useful temper-
ature to 2700oF. Reuse of coated columbium should be considered to be 25000 F 
maximum. 3-23 
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Coating Systems for Columbium, Two fused slurry coating systems R512A 
(Si-20Cr) and R512E (Si-20Cr-20Fe) developed by Sylvania High Temperature 
Composites Laboratory promise to be the best coatings developed to date 
for columbiunt. The coatings, basically brazing alloys, are extremely 
chemically aggressive in the molten phase and have a great affinity to wet 
areas of limited access, such as fayed sur,),.''1.ce. Figure 3-16 
illustrates the predicted coating life of the Cb-752/R512E system undeT 
cyclic exposures. These data represent a composite of tests performed at 
Lockheed and those reported by the supplier. 
1000----~----~----~----~----~----.----.----_, 
500~--~~~~~--~----~----~----~--~~--~ 
CYCLED AT REDUCED 
PRESSURE 
100 
~ 50~----~----~--~~----~~--~~~+P~--~----~ 
CYCLED AT 1 ATMOSPHERE 
'n~-----~------~--------4-------+---------+----~~------~~---~ ~v 
5~--~~---+----~----~----~----+---~r---~ 
1~ __ ~ __ ~_~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ __ ~~ __ ~ 
2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 '2100 2800 2900 
t of Tempera ure, 
Fig. 3-16 R-512 Coating Life - Cb 752 
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Tantal.um. Tantalum offers the greatest temperature range of structural 
usefulness of any metal,with its high melting point, retention of ductility 
at low temperatures, and excellent fabricability. Its greatest potential 
as a structural material lies in the temperature range greater than that 
served by columbium. 
Oxidation of Tantalum. Like columbium, unprotected tantalum oxidizes at a 
o high rate when exposed to temperatures over 1000 F. At some high, and as yet 
undefined temperature (T > 3000oF), autoignition can occur. For this reason, 
a protective coating system must be employed when service temperatures ex-
ceed 10000F 1n oxidizing environments. 
Protective Coating Systems for Tantalum. At the present time, only two coat-
ing systems appear to be practical to protect tantalum at 3000oF. One is 
Sylcor R512C coating (Si-20Ti-10Mo),and the other is the more conventional 
R505 (Sn-25Al) coating. Previous experience with a third coating system, 
the modified boundary layer disilicide over a tantalum substrate, has indi-
cated that more development work is required before it is practical to coat 
complex shaped hardware. '-. 
Tun~sten. Tungsten is a candidate material for ultrahigh temperature appli-
cation. If used in a materials system ~.\TIloying a silicide protective coating, 
maximum service temperatures under oxidizing environments are lirr.i-'ved to 
32000 F because of coating limitations. The possible use of this material as 
an uncoated nose cap is practical because of the mode of oxidation at ultra-
high temperatures; however, the optimum potential of this candidate system 
has not been fully investigated nor considered in this surv0Y. 
3.2.3 Metallic Materials Selection 
The candidate alloys are being reviewed for heat shield application by 
parametric analYSis, prior test eValuations, and current Lockheed/NASA testing. 
3-25 
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For evaluation of 16000 F structures, 
Rene' 41 was selected because of its excellent high-temperature strength, 
acceptable fabricability, and acceptable resistance to oxidation. However, 
additional material weight may have to be considered because of oxidation 
for the operational temperatures and flight times for this program. There 
are two recommended heat treatments for Rene' 41 alloy sheet. One yields 
maximum creep properties (2150oF solution anneal followed by a 16500 F age 
cycle), and another determines the maximum elevated temperature tensile prop-
erties (1950oF solution anneal plus a 14000 F age cycles). 
Haynes 25 cobalt base alloy has been selected as a backup material because 
of its excellent combination of ductility, .oxidation resistance, and other 
desirable properties. 
The thoria-dispersed strengthened alloy, TD-NiCr, was selected for applica-
tion to heat shields and leading*edge designs from 1600 to 2200oF. TD-
NiCr has outstanding oxidation resistance, structural stability, and moder-
ate strength up to 24000F. 
3.2.3.2 Selection of Refractory Alloy Materials Systems. For prolonged ser-
vice from 200 to 2500oF, the Cb-752/R512E materials system is the leading 
candidate because of its superior overall properties, previous manufacturing 
experience, and available' design data. Coating life for this material was 
shown in Fig. 3-16. For service from 25000 F to 3000oF, the 90 Tz-IOW/ 
R512C material system was selected because of high reliability and previous 
manufacturing experience wi th it. As a backup porous-metal concept, a 
90Ta-IOW/R505 system was evaluated. 
3 .. 2.3.3 Material Cost. Cost-effectiveness studies have not been finalized 
for the various materials. Some recent Lockheed experience in actual pur-
chases of superalloy and refractory metals is shown in Fig. 3-17 as a 
function of material thickness. 
The lower mater'ials cost of TD-NiCr, cOOlp3.red to the cost of Cb-752, is 
significant,particularly since an OXidation-protection coating is not required 
3-26 
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for the TD-NiCr. For usage of temperatures below 1800oF, the competitive 
price of the more efficient Rene' 41, compared to that of the H.S. 25, is 
of interest. 
'""', 
Cb 752\ OQAC hJAL COS Irs, 1968 
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Fig. 3-17 Material Costs vs Thickness 
3.2.4 Material Minimum Gage Requirements 
Minimum gage for fabrication of acceptable structural elements, sheet thick-
ness availability, and sheet thickness variation will be considered in the 
structtrral concept optimization. Table 3-7 presents minimum metallic thick-
nesses for specific concepts. 
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Material 
Alloy 
Designation 
Aluminum 
2219T81 
Beryllium 
AMS7902 
Titanium 
Ti 8A1-1Mo-1 V 
lnconel718 
Rene 41 
lnconel625 
TD-NiCr 
Haynes 25, L605 
Columbium 
Cb 752-R512E 
Tantalum 
90Ta-l0w(g) 
Table 3':'7 
MINIMUM GAGE CRITERIA 
Structural Configuration 
Corrugation-Stiffened lnte~ralav Single Corrugation Skin Corrugation Stif ene 
0.016 0.016 0.012 0.016(a) 
0.016 0.016 
0.016 0.016 0.012 0.016 
0.016(d) 0.016(d) 0.012(d) (e) 
0.010 0.010 0.010 0.020 
0.010 0.010 0.010 (e) 
0.010 0.010 0.010 (e) 
0.010 0.010 0.010 (e) 
0.012 0.012(1) 0.012 
0.012 
(a)Minimum selected on basis of manufacturing considerations 
(b)Core material: 5052 aluminum alloy 
(c) Core material: polyimide (1. 2 Ib/ft2) 
Honeycomb Sandwich 
Skin Core 
0.012 0.0007(b) 
0.010 0.002(c) 
0.012(d) 0.002 
0.010 0.002 
0.008 0.002 
0.010 
0.008 0.002 
(d)Oases selected because of distortion due to heat treatment of thinner gages 
LMSC/A959837 
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Frame 
Bulkhead 
Application 
0.020 
0.020 
0.020 
0.020 
0.020 
0.012 
0.012 
0.012 
0.016 
0.016 
(e)Not considered because of serious manufacturing problems (warpage, distortion, extremely difficult 
chemically to mill) 
(f) Poor structural resistance welds: projected application of solid-state, roll diffusion, bonded technique 
method 
(g) For strength requirements: T-222 Tanta!~m alloy 
3.2·5 Insulation Materials for Metallic Heat Shields 
Insulation is required as a part of the thermal protection system with metallic 
heat sll,ield,~. Several insulation materialB were consideredj however, there 
were three leading candidates. These are low-density, fibrous, silica 
materials, such as microquartz,. dynaquartz and dynaflex. 
of leading candidate insulation materials are as follows: 
Characteristics 
Insulation 
Micro quartz 
Dynaquartz 
Dynaflex 
DenSity 
(lb/ft3 
Maximum Utilization 
Temperature 
.. 
3·5 (3.0 nominal) 
4.5 
6.0 
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Selection criteria for insulation materials include temperature limit, 
thermal conductivity, weight, shrinkage, reliability, fabricability, and 
availability. A limitation of dynaquartz is brittleness leading to a ten-
dency to break up under vibration loads. 
3.2.6 Thermodynamic Properties 
Figures 3-18 through 3-20 present some pertinent thermodynamic characteris-
tics of the candida~e materials. 
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Fig. 3-18 Effective Thermal Conductivity vs Temperature - Dynaflex 
in Air at Various Pressures 
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Microquartz Insulation 
p = 3.5 pel 
Ref. AFML TR-65-26 
900 1200 1500 
Mean Temperature (oF) 
Fig. 3-19 Effective Thermal Conductivity vs Temperature 
of Microquartz 
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Fig. 3-20 Specific Heat of Microquartz and Dynaflex 
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Table 3-8 
LIGHTWEIGHT INSULATION 
Quartz fibers/Si02 
Density ~ 12 to 15 lb/ft3 
Rigid, high strength 
Applica,tion 
Lifting reentry (q < 30 Btu/ft) 
Reusable (noncharrl.ng or ablating) 
IMSC/A959837 
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Higher temperature caIBbility with refractory fibers 
Producibility 
Repeatable mechanical and physical properties 
Good fabrication and machinability 
Size: Current, fUture~unlimited 15 x 20 x 4 in. 
3.2.7.1 LI-1500 Development Approach. Figure 3-21 shows the developmental 
approach of LI-1500,starting with the materl.al development, establishing 
basic material properties from elemental tests, establishing design require-
ments and criteria from structural/thermal IBnels, and eventually qualifying 
the thermal protection system and compatibility with other systems through 
, 
through system tests. 
3.2.7.2 LI-1500 Testing. Considerable e_lemental testing has been p:;rformed 
on LI-1500 material. Table 3-9 presents a summary of the types of tests 
performed, including simulated ascent, orbital, and reentry flight phases. 
Tests on LI-1500 material conducted prior to mid-l968 have been reported*. 
* Lockheed Missiles & Sp:Lce Company, "Lightweight Insulation (LI-15) Test 
stunmary, " LMSC-685434, Sunnyvale, Calif., 22 Apr 1968 
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Table 3-10 presents a summary of some recent tests and indicates the testing 
agency. 
-] MA'l'gRtAl~ ELEMENTAL TESTS ~ DESIGN CRITERIA ..... SYSTEM TESTS DEVELOPMEN'l' 
:AmI I- n ~ 
" 
, 
~ 
FIBER/BINDER 
PROCESSING MECHANICAL JOINT EVAL. 
SURF/COATING THERMOPHYSICAL ATTACHMENTS Sl'RUCTURI~L 
QUAL. CONTROL BONDING THERMO/STRUCT. DEMONSTRA'rION 
INSPECTION ENVIRONMENTAL COMPA TImUTY MODEL 
REPAm LOAD REACTION 
COMPLEX SHAPES 
_,, 
I A~ • 
r I 
MANUFACTURING r-- BA~C PROPERTIES PANEL TESTS r--- SYSTEMS PARAMETERS COMPATIBIliTY 
Fig. 3~21 LI-1500 Approach 
Pacemaker Test. Two panels of LI-J-500 (11 x 5 x 0.4 in.) 'wereflown on the 
NASA. Pacemaker reentry test vehicle in .Jun.e 1968. Table 3-11 and Figs. 
3-'22 through 3-2}.j. show a. summa.ry of the flight, trajectory data, and the 
specimens before and after the ~fJ.,ight" Asean be seen in Fig. 3-2L~, the 
LI-1500 material survived the :fligbt and "X.'ecovery operation 'without mater-
ial degradation. 
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• Tension 
• Compression 
• Bending 
• Shear 
Table 3-9 
TEST SUMMARY 
• Rapid decompression 
• Cold soak 
• Transmi,ssibility 
,~ 
Test Test 
Description Location 
Compres sion LMSC 
Shear AFFDL 
LMSC 
, Radiant heat AFFDL 
and acoustic 
Table 3-10 
RECENT TESTS 
Results 
50 to 100 psi 
15 to 45 psi 
10 cycles at max surface 
temperature of 23000 F 
20 min. at 156, 162, and 
168 db 
LMSC- A959837 
Vol UI 
• Coefficient of expansion 
• Conductivity 
• Specific heat 
• Reentry heating 
- Radiant 
- Convective 
• Vacuum 
• Acoustic 
Remarks 
Dependent on density 
Dependent on density 
! Radiant heat - no cracking 
or shrinkage 
Acoustic - bond failure at 
168 db 
Sweep from 150 to 1100 cps 
Acoustic and AFFDL 165 db for 5 min random Acoustic - survived 
Radiant heat 50 cycles at 25000 F Radiant heat - surface 
1 cycle each from 26000 F cracking on first test -
to 31000 F no shrinkage 
Acoustic 
J 
Survived LMSC 10 min at 150, 156, and 
163 db Survived - after 25000 F 
5 min at 161 - random Thermal cycle 
Radiant heat LMSC 25000 F thermal pulse Surface coating develop-
ment and material 
qualification 
Strain LMSC Al at R. T. - 63,000 psi No failure in 
Compatibility Ti at R. T. -119,000 psi LI-15 
(AL-Ti/LI-15) Ti. at 6000 F - 80,000 psi 
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PACEMAKER SUMMARY 
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NASA. Reen.try test vehicle 
Honest John/Nike Missile 
Flight date - 20 June 1968 
Reentry environment (predicted 
based on € = .8) 
Materials tested 
Maximum surface = 23000F 
temperatures 
AVCO Mod 5 at 
Foam Teflon at 
J.JI-15 at 
30 lb/ft3 
20-25 lb/ft3 
15 lb/ft3 
Total heat = 650 BtU/ft2 
o 3 sec > 2250 F 
3.2.7.3 Preliminary Design Data. Summarized in Table 3-12 are the test 
results on LI-1500 material, which may be used as preliminary design data. 
These data are representative of LI-1500 material with a density of 15 lb/ 
ft3• The mechanical properties vary significantly with density. 
3.2.7.4 Conclusions. Results of the LI-1500 material development effort 
and tests and the material fabrication characteristics indicate that this 
material system has significant po·Cential merit in weight, cost savings, 
and deSign simplification relative to existing metallic reradiative heat 
shields or ablative systems for reentry spacecraft application. The success-
ful development and qualification of this material system would represent a 
significant technological breakthrough in heat-shield systems. 
3.2.8 Ablator Material Candidates 
The thermal environment for lifting entry trajectories suggests ablators 
with the follOwing characteristics: 
d. 
• , Low density 
• Small char formation with high char strength 
,. Minimum char recession (spallation or oxidation) 
e Low thermal conductivity to limit heat conducted 
to substructure 
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Fig. 3-22 Pacemaker Velocity/Altitude Histories 
The prime consideration for these long entry time environments is the thick-
ness of char formed and the mount lost through chemical oxidation and mech-
anical erosion. Thick char layers formed during long entry time, low heat 
rate environments experience thermal stresses that could cause spallation 
and precipitate mechanical erosion. The material system to be chosen must 
have char layers that resist spallation and exhibit good resistance to oxi-
dation. Current methods to reduce char erosion have glass fiber added to 
the basic silicone material or 
the basic silicone material. 
a phenolic Fiberglas honeycomb encasing 
Candidate materials are listed in Table 3-13. Since none have been exposed 
to the long time heating projected for a typical shuttle vehicle entry, a 
combination of analysis and subscale screening tests are re~uired to arrive 
at the final candidates and specific section weight re~uirements for design 
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Foamed 
Teflon 
Fig . 3- 24 Pac emaker - Postflight 
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Description of Test 
MECHANICAL 
Tensile 
Compression 
Flexure 
Modulus- Tensile 
Modulus-
Compression 
Modulus - Flexure 
PHYSICAL 
Density 
Coefficient of 
Expansion 
Conductivity 
Specific Heat 
Emittance 
Transmissibility 
NVIRONMENTAL 
Cold Soak 
Decompression 
Vacuum 
Acoustic Reentry 
Heating 
Radiant 
Table 3- 12 
LMSC-A959837 
Vol III 
LI-1500 TEST DATA SUMMARY 
No. of Results Remarks Location Tests of Test 
36 90 to 110 psi Conducted in 1966 LMSC 
22 90 to 110 psi Conducted in 1966 LMSC 
17 166 psi A verage value LMSC 
36 1. 0 to 3.0 x 104 psi Conducted in 1966 LMSC 
22 4 0.5 to 1. 0 x 10 psi Conducted in 1966 LMSC 
17 3.35 x 104 psi Average value LMSC 
15 Ib/ft3 Average density LMSC 
1 3 x 10-7 in. lin. OF LMSC 
1 Actual data to 700°F SoRI 
0.2 Btu/lboF Actual data to 18000 F LMSC 
0.6 to 0.8 Varies with coating 
4 Varies with thiclmess LMSC 
and coating 
1 ° -350 F for 4 hr Survived LMSC 
1 40 psig in 40 sec Survived LMSC 
1 ° 7 mm Hg and 2000 F Survived LMSC 
for 1 hr 
5 168 db for 15 min Both virgin and LMSC, 
thermally cycled AFFDL 
4 48,000 Btu/ft2 Survived LMSC, 
(max. ) AFFDL 
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MateriaJ. 
,-. 
..... .. -- .. --
Potentia.ls of Ma. tel-iaJ.. .fo·~ -
.... I ~ • 
Orbiter Vehicle Applicati'on , 
S~ate-of-the Art 
Materials 
-~--------------~~----~~~~~-----------------~~~----.--------------; t' ...... 1'1 • .,.,.. '" ' .1 
Silieone 
Elastomers 
. CaJ~bon 
Phenolic 
Hefrasil 
Phenolic 
Polyurethane 
Nylon-Phenolic 
Nomex-Gelatin 
_.t. ,'. . 
GoodO'xlaatlon ana erosion resist"l.nce 
of hif:h ar.d low density systems 
Good erosion resistance 
Better erosion resistance tha.n 
carbon phenolic because of silica ... 
,wh~ch f9rms'$ melt ...layer in the . 
. syst6Nll. 
Low density and conductivity, poor 
erosiOD resistance, Dot suitable t~ 
,orbiter vehicle &ppl1aatiOD 
High density, poor erosion 
resistance, Dot suitable tor orbiter;: 
vehiale applloatiOD 
I..ow density 
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entry conditions. Lockheed experience from the ENCAP program (Refs. 3-11 
and 3-12), where state-of-the-art material screening tests were conducted 
to select a material that could be fabricated into a flexible heat shield, 
provides a sound basis for an unbiased screening evaluation of candidate 
state-of-the-art materials. 
Computer programs that " .. predict mechanical and chemical erosion for coupled 
thermal and structural environments have been developed during the Advanced 
Ballistics Reentry Environment Studies (ABRES). Originally developed for 
high-density carbon materials, these programs have been modified to accomo-
date low-density silicone materials based on existing basic properties and 
performance data. 
Specific silicone materials developed for recent programs or advanced in the 
literature are listed in Table 3-14. For silicone materials with densities 
from 32 to 45 Ib/ft3, most manufacturer's tests have indicated low char 
erosion for heat rates less than 100 BtU/ft2-sec. Data are available for 
sustained low heat rates resulting in high he~t loads (30,000 BtU/ft2). The 
potenti. al of these materials is illustrated by the PRDfrE flight test results, 
where a 32 Ib/ft3 silicone elastomer material, ESA3560 HF, formed approxi-
mately 0.60 in. of char with a loss of 0.060 in. by erosion. The total heat 
experienc.ed at this location -was about 30,000 Btu/ft2 , with a maximum heat 
rate of 100 BtU/ft2-sec. The panel baseline material system for the orbiter 
presented in Table 3-15 was evaluated or reported in the £Q1lb~ing' secti$n. 
3.3 THERMAL STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS 
~ .. ' \ 
Both booster and orbj.tal stages of the Space Shuttle are of state-of-the-art 
aluminum primary structure. Any of three thermal protection systems listed 
below can be employed. interchangeably for the primary structure: 
• Metallic heat shields with internal insulation 
• LI·1500 rigid insulation bn the external surface 
• Ablation heat shields (backup) 
3-41 
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STATE--OF·-TIIE··AHT SILICONE EA.S.ED 'MATERIAlS 
----
-- - .. 
1'Iatel'ial Manuf acturer Prog-raln/ COlnments 
Reference 
~-.--- , , 
MA25S Martin ·-Marietta 
, 
X-15A-2 Heat rates 0-1.8tu /ft~-seC' 
. 
. sprayable, room 
temperature cure 
. 
ESA3560Hl" Mal'tin- Marietta PRIME /2. Heat rates 7 -125Btu ft- sec 
in honeycomb ",'" showed low char ,. 
erosion in flight test 
aild plasma tests 
ESA5500HF Martin - Marietta PHIME . I 2 Heat rates 125-20OBtu. ft--E 
in honeycomb 
D--C 325 Dow Corning, Gemini Heat rates 100-300 
in honejcomb (McDonnell- Btu/ft~sec 
Douglas) plasma test.s indicate 
negligihJ8 erosion for 
q < 90Btu /ft~ sec, low 
total heats 
TBS 757 General Electric - lVlaterial chosen for 
. modification during 
ENCAP program 
Inolded without honey-
comb matrix - range 
of densIties are 
availahle 
... ~SM lOXX Genet'al Electric - G. E. claims good 
.. erosion resistance for 
lifting entry environ-
ments, without honey-
comb rciriorcement 
matrix. . Range of den-
I sities 'available. 
I 
-
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MSBLDE MATERIAL SYSTEMS 
Baseline Alternatives 
2Q lb/tt3 Bilber density silioone 
Silicone ablators 
Elastomer 
Refrasil Carbon phenolicRedium to high 
Phenolic density silicone ablators 
-
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The preferred metallic heat shield is a large corrugated panel with multiple 
clip supports. Discussion of these and other systems follow. 
3.3.1 Candidate Thermal Structural Concepts 
Various thermal protection systems that were investigated are shown in Fig. 
3-25. Both passive and active systems were studied. Passive systems provide 
sufficient thermal insulation to limit the maximum structure temperature to 
an a.Gceptable value. The following passive system concepts were evaluated: 
• Felt-like high-temperature insulations" such as ,~ex and micro-
quarts in conjunction with metallic heat shields 
o A Lockbeed-developed lightweight rigid silica insulation, designated 
LI-1500 
~ A fiberglas-reinforced silIcone elastomeric ablator (p = 20 Ib/ft3) 
As shown on Fig. 3-25, the LI-1500 and metallic heat shield concepts were 
also evaluated in conjunction with a closed-loop active cooling system. In 
all cases, the spacecraft internal structure was assumed to have a design 
maximum temperature of 150oF. Heating calculations are based on the L/n = 2 
spacecraft and maximum cross-range entry trajectory. 
Recent studies indicate that large corrugated heat shields with multipla clip 
supports are lighter ~n weight than post-supported integrally stiffened heat 
shields. The corrugated heat shield shown in Fig. 3-26 is mounted with a 
multiple-clip arrangement through a glass rock insulator to the primary 
.aluminum structure. Corrugation amplitude is one-tenth the corrugation pitch 
with a flat provided ~etweencorrugation arcs to enable attachment of the 
continuous support clip. Mechanical f'asteners and resistance spot welding· are 
used to attach respectively the TD-NiCR and Rene' 41 corrugated heat shields. 
Blanket type insulation (dynaflex and microquartz) is packaged between the 
corrugation shield and the structural panelo 
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SILICONE ELASTOMER 
(20 PCF) 
ABLATIVE 
GLASS- PHENOLIC 
RE IN FORC EM ENT 
INSULATION 
~~"~~~~~~------INTEGRAL 
I STIFFENl:RS 
COOLANT TUBES 
LI- 1500 
COOLANT TUBES 
METALLIC HEAT SHIELD 
Fi g . ~- 2S Pa sive and Activ Th r mal-Structural Concepts 
GLASS ROCK 
INSULATOR 
HEAT SHIELD (TD-NiCr) 
SUPPORT CLIP 
PRIMARY ~ STRUCTURE 
CORRUGATED 
STIFFENED METALLIC 
MetRll i c Heat Shield 
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The metallic heat shield arrangeme t of Fig . 3-26 is applicable for both 
booster and orbiter for the Two-Stage and Triamese approaches . The basic 
change with vehicle application is the use of the proper heat- shield mater-
ials . However , as insulation thickness changes , other support clip config-
urations are used if more efficient . 
3.3 .2 Structlrral Optimization and Analysis for Metallic Heat Shields 
Circumferential differential thermal expansion fromthermal gradients between 
the corrugated heat shield and phenolic panel fairing of Fig . 3-26 is allowed 
by deformation of the circular-arc portion of the corrugation skin . Longi-
tudinal differential thermal expansion is permitted by deflection of the 
support clips . 
Closed form optimization equations were developed for the circular-arc cor -
rugation heat shield subjected t o uniaxial bending . For rapid evaluation of 
the candidate heat shield oncepts and materials, design curves were constructed. 
For example , design curveu for the circular-arc corrugation include : 
• Allowable bending moment vs corrugation thickness 
• Allowable bending moment vs corrugation radius 
• Allowable bending moment Vf5 width of flats 
• Allowable bending moment vu corrt.6a·;-. ion pitch 
Optimum support spacing for the multi - supported corrugated heat shields was 
determined as shown in Fig~. . 3- 27 and 3-28 for the lower surface of the 
booster and orbiter stages, respecti~ely . (The booster upper surface hea t 
shields are of titanium (Ti - 8 al - 1 Mo - I V), and the orbiter vehicle 
employs Rene ' 41 upper surface heat shields.) A location on the lower 
surface near the leading edge was selected . Typical desigr. data, optimum 
support spacing , and minimum heat shield weight are summarized in Table 3-16 . 
Design stresses and margins uf safety during a scent and reentry are summar-
ized in Ta~le 3-17 for lower surface booster a nd orbiter heat shields. The 
most critical loading conditions occur at maximum ~q during ascent and at 
maximum heating during reentry 
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Table 3-16 
TYPICAL HFAT SHIELD DESIGN rn.TA 
Item 
Material 
"Tempera ture , T 
Pressure , 6p (ULT . ) 
Clip futa 
Height, h 
Thickness } t c 
Weight , W/clj.p 
Heat Shield Data 
Skin thickness , t 
Radius, R 
Flat width , bf 
Pitch , bs 
Weight, W./heat shield 
Optimum Support Spacing 
Total unit weight of heat 
shield: cli , and oxidation 
..allowance 
HEAT SHIELD GEOMETRY: 
I Booster Lower Surface 
.:!:1. 0 psi 
2 .0 in . 
0 . 014 in . 
0 .057 l b/ft2 
0 .010 in . 
0 .83 in . 
0 . 28 i n . 
1 .10 in. 
0.442 lb/ft2 
17 . 6 in . 
0 . 499 lb/ft2 
t 
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Orbiter 
Lower Surface 
TD- NiCr 
?lOOoF 
+1 .0 psi 
4 .0 in . 
0 . 011 in . 
0 .189 l b/ft2 
0 .010 in . 
1 .05 in . 
0 . 36 in . 
1 .40 i n . 
0 . 487 lb/ft2 
6 .0 in . 
(0 . 1) b 
s 
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l 
Table 3-17 
TYPICAL H~T SHIELD DESIGN STRESSES 
AND MARGINS OP SAFETY 
I tem T, ~p , f , (OF) ( psi ) ( psi ) 
Boo s t er Low r 
Surface at ~. 
Ascen t Tra j ectory 
t = 70 sec (maxqa ) 200 +0 ·96 81 ,700 
Reentry Traj ectory 
A umed 1400 +1 .0 85 , ~00 
-
Or bi t er Lower 
Surface 
Asc ent Traj ectory 
t = 70 sec (max q a ) 200 +2·3 18 , 600 
Reentry Tra j ectory 
t ;; 1000 sec 2100 +1 .0 8 , 100 
-
t = 2000 sec 1300 +2 .0 
-
16,200 
List of Symbols 
T = Temperature of external surface 
Fc ,cr , 
( psi ) 
91 , 500 
85 , 200 
39 ,400 
8 , 100 
24 ,000 
LMSC/A959837 
Vol . III 
M. S. 
0 . 12 
0 
1 .11 
0 
0 . 48 
~p 
f 
Fc,cr 
M.S. 
= Differential pr essure a cting on neat shield (ultimat e) 
= Applied bending stress due t o pressure 
= Allowable bending stress of corrugation 
~ Margin of safety of corrugation 
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3 · 3 . 3 Metallic Heat Shield Attachment Conce ts 
IMSC/A959837 
Vol. III 
The fundamental methods of heat shield .tt achment con~idered wer e as follows: 
• Removable heat shield 
• Removable subpanel 
• Removable rimary structure p:l.nel 
Applic~tion of each attachment method are shown in Figs . 3- 29 through 3- 32 . 
Detail s of ea ch attachment met hod are dependent on the following : 
• Type of pr i mary structure 
• 
I ntegral load- carrJing cryogenic tanks 
Nonintegral cryogenic t a nks 
Arrangement of primary struct ural rings 
Internal rings and stiffeners 
Externa l rings a nd stiffeners 
External rings and i nternal stiffeners 
I nternal rings and exter nal stiffeners 
and stiffeners 
Functior~l de si gn r equiremen t s f or t he thermal protection syst em were as 
follows: 
• Heat shield refurbishment , if necessary 
• Per iodic inspection and r epair of vehicle primary str ucture 
e Per iodic inspection and repair of cryogenic tankage 
• Removal of nonint egral cryogenic tankage for repair and 
replacement 
An application of the removable heat shield concept to nonintegral tankage 
and internal rings is shown in Fig. 3-29. An access hole is provided for 
removal of h~at shield clip fasteners. The access hole is covered by an 
expendable snap-in button deSigned for positive retention. A phenolic glass 
f abric membrane spanning between frames may be needed to provide a passageway 
for ground cooling. Since the heat shield is attached directly to the primary 
structure, no subpenel is r equired. Because of the l arge number of heat 
shield clip fasteners, complete inspection of t he vehicle primary s tructure 
i s diffi cult. 
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Also , because of continuous , nonremovable primary structure panels , a splice 
around the entire circumference of the vehicle must be consider ed for re-
moval of the cryogenic tankage . 
An application of the removable subpanel heat shield attachment concept to 
integral cryogenic tanks with internal rings and stiffeners is shown in 
Fig . 3- 30 . A cover strip between ad,jacent heat shields provides access to 
the subpanel fasteners . Heat shorts to the cryogenic t a nka ge a re minimized 
by widely space phenolic sta ndoffs . Fixed and sliding a ttachment points 
allow for thermal movement in the circulilferentia l direction between the 
standoff and cryogenic tankage . The s tandoff permits f l exure t o a ccommodate 
similar relative thermal movement in t he longitudinal direct ion . 
Additional applicat ions of the r emovable subpanel hea t shiel d a tta chment 
concept to nonintegral cr yogenic t ankage and external r ings is shown in 
Figs . 3- 31 and 3- 32 . The external rings ca n be spliced t o allow remova l 
of cryogenic t anka ge for repair a nd replacement . The phenolic subpanel is 
mechanica l l y attached to the exter nal r ings , l ea vi ng a n a ir pa ssa geway fo r 
ground air cooling . 
An a pplicat ion of the remo vabl e pri mary structure panel heat shield attach-
ment concept is shown in Fig . 3-32 . This attachment me thod is suitable onl y 
fo r nonint egral cryogenic ta~kage . A cover strip between a djacent hea t 
shields provi des access t o th e pr imary structural panel f a steners . Close-
outs , fa st ener l,and ~ack of l ongitudi nal continuity i ncrease the weight of 
the primary structural pane l . I n ot her r e spects, Figs . 3- 31 and 3- 32 are 
simi lar . 
3 . 3 . 4 LI- 1500 Rigid Insulation Appl i cation 
LI- 1500 material i s being considered a s t he out e r sur f a ce t hermal protection 
syst em f or vehicle area s wh er e t he heat ing rates are less than 40 Bt u/ft 2- sec . 
Figure 3- 33 i llustrate s the applicat i on of the LI-1500 ma t erial. 
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The structural arrangement 1s designed so that the LI-l500 material protects 
the primary load-carrying structure and is only subjected to the LI-l500 
inertial loads and to air loads. The rigid heat shield is bonded to the 
primary structure, which also serves as a passageway for ground cooling 
air, if required. Since the LI-l500 material has a very low thermal coeffi-
cient expansion, minimum external expansion j Oints are necessary. 
ADHESIVE 
RIGID HEAT SHIELD (INSUL) 
LI -1500 
BOND LINE---'!~~~--_ (
FUSELAGE 
FRAMES 
, 
PRIMARY 
STRUCTURE 
ALUMINUM 
TANK WALL 
Fig. 3-33 Application of LI-l500 Material 
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Metallic thermal protection system weights summarized in Tabl e 3-18 inc l ude 
upper and lower surfaces of the orbiter, booster fuselage, and booster wing. 
Booster wing t hermal protection system weights are presented for al uminum 
primary structure at 200~ and titanium primary structure at 600~. The 
thermal protection system weights include metallic heat shiel d, support clips, 
fasteners, glass rock insulator, insulation, packaging, subpanel, and 
stand-off. The dynaflex and microquartz insulation is packaged in a O.OO2-in. 
Hastelloy X-750 foil to prevent absorption of moisture. 
3.4 PASSIVE AND ACTIVE COOLING THERtfAL PROl'ECTION SYSTEMS 
3.4.1 Passive 
Passive thermal protection systems provide sufficient thermal insulation to 
limit the maximum structure temperature to an acceptable value. Since hyper-
sonic lift-to-drag ratio is the major parameter affecting entry duration, 
this quantity also Significantly a£fects passive i nsulation requirements. 
In Fig . 3-34, the required passive insulation thi ckness at the lower surface 
peak heating location versus Lin is plotted. Maximum cross-range entry (ex = 
15 deg) and a substrate temperature limit of l50~ are assumed. These re-
sults are representative of both rigid insulators (such as LI-1500) and 
fibrous insulators, since the insulating characteristics of the two concepts 
are s i milar. As shown in Figure 3-34, the required insulation thickness is 
extremely sensitive to hypersonic LIn with impractical values being required 
for the high Lin vehicles. 
Because of the large passive insulation thickness required for Lin = 2, use 
of such a system is often considered unattractive. Figure 3-35 indicates why 
such excessive insulation thicknesses are required. This figure shows the 
temperature distribution through a 5-inch slab of insulation at two t imes 
during entry-peak heating ~d touchdown. At peak heating, the temperature 
distribution is monotonic with a maximum of about 19000, at the outer 
surface. At touchdown, the outer 'surface temperature has decreased to 
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Table 3-18 
TYPICAL THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM WEIGHTS 
w 
~ 
l\J 
Item 
Metallic Heat Shield and Clips 
Heat shield 
Clip 
Oxidation 
Fasteners 
Heat Shield Insulator 
Glass rock insulator 
Screw and nut 
Insulation 
Dynaflex 
Microquartz 
Packaging 
'Subpanel* 
Sub panel 
Close-out and fasteners 
Stand-off 
TOTAL WEIGHT 
---- ----- .. --
*Orbiter--ram and ground cooling 
Booster--minimizes heat shorts 
Orbiter 
Upper Surface Lower Surface 
(lb/ft2 ) (lb/ft2 ) 
0.442 0.487 
0.057 0.189 
- 0.011 
-
0.027 
(0.499) (0.714) 
-
0.023 
-
0.038 
(0.061) 
-
0.625 
0·750 0.938 
0.202 0.316 
(0.952) (1.879) 
0.400 0.400 
0.040 0.040 
- -(0.,440 ) (0.440) 
1.891 I 3.094 ~-.---- -
Booster Fuselage 
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Table 3-18 (Cont'd)" 
Booster Wing 
Aluminum Primary Structure 
Upper S~face Lower Surface 
(lb/ft ) (lb/ft2) 
0.375 0.442 
0.048 0.057 
- -
- -
(0.423) (0.499) 
..,. 
-
- -
- -
0.250 0.438 
0.183 0.190 
(0.433) (0.628) 
- -
- -
- -
0.856 1.127 
~----- ~ - - ---
--- - - ----
-. L __ . 
~ ~~~~ 
Booster Wing 
Titanium Prim~ry Structure 
Upper Surfsce Lower Surface 
(lb/ft2) (lb/ft2) 
0.375 0.442 
0.048 0.057 
- -
- -
(0.423) (0.499 ) 
- -
- -
- -
0.125 0.175 
0.178 0.180 
(0.303) (0.355) 
- -
- -
- -
0.726 0.854 
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approximately 2500 F as a result o~ radiative cooling and also convective 
cooling during low speed ~light. Figure 3-36 shows the temperature response 
o~ the aluminum structure ~or three insulation thicknesses. ~ of the 
energy stored in the insulation during entry, the structure temperature con-
tinues to rise ~ollowing touchdoWIl and, depending on the particular thickness, 
reaches a maximum value 2 to 4 hours a~ter touchdown. The results shown in 
Figs. 3-35 and 3-36 indic'ate that the large required thicknesses o~ insula-
tion do not arise ~rom aerodynamic heating during ~light but ~rom a post-
touchdown heating o~ the structure on the ground. 
Because o~ the large potential savings in insulation weight, two approaches 
were considered to alleviate the e~~ects o~ post-touchdown heating. These 
are (1) use o~ either ram air or engine bleed air ~or cooling during low-
speed ~light and (2) use o~ a ground cooling cart a~ter landing. Previous 
analyses have shown the use o~ ram air to be superior to engine bleed air 
because o~ the large weight penalty required by the bleed air heat exchanger 
and expansion turbine. Figure 3-37 shows the e~~ect o~ ram air cooling on 
structural temperature based on a conservative heat trans~er coe~~icient of 
5 Btu/ft2-hr-oF. Air cooling is assumed to be initiated at M = 0.8 and to 
be continued to touchdown. By comparing Figs. 3-36 and 3-37, it is seen 
that use of ram air has only a slight effect on the insulation thickness 
required to limit the structure to 150oF. A considerably larger ef~ect is 
shown in Fig. 3-38~wherein ram air cooling is combined with use o~ ground 
cooling initiated 10 minutes after touchdown. For the lower sur~ace location, 
the combined e~~ect of both ram air and ground cooling is seen to reduce the 
required insulation thickness ~rom 5.7 in. to 3.1 in. 
Additional stUdies conducted at Lockheed show comparable reductions in 
passive insulation thicknesses ~or various vehicle locations and entry modes, 
using ram air/ground cart cooling. In general, insulation unit weight 
reductions between 45 and 6Spercent result, com:r:ared to the no cooling 
values. 
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An additional question regarding the use of ram air/ground cooling is the 
magnitude of the peak structure temperature in the event of a cooling system 
failure. This question is answered in Fig. 3-36,which shows the structure 
temperature history for 3 in. of insulation and no internal cooling. A peak 
temperature of about 3000F would result if the cooling system failed. This 
temperature is not considered a crew hazard, since it occurs 1 hour after 
landing. Further, there is a high probability that no structure damage would 
occur at this temperature. 
3.4.2 Active Cooling 
Rigid insulators, such as LI-1500 or metallic heat shields, ~.y also be 
used in conjunction with an active cooli~g system. A typical closed-
loop active cooling system is shown schematically in Fig. 3-39. The system 
shown uses 60 percent ethylene glycol and 40 percent water pumped through 
individual structural panels. To minimize the possibility of a catastrophic 
structural ;failure, the system is completely redundant, with the exception 
of the expendable water and ammonia tanks and the pressurizing source. Cool-
ant tubes are spaced in the structure so that failure of one distribution 
system will not produce excessive structural temperatures. Crew compart-
ment, guidance/navigation, and electrical systems are cooled by a separate 
smaller cooling system, because of their lower operating temperatures. 
Roughly two-thirds of the total thermal protection system weight for an ac-
tive cooling system is contributed by three items: insulation, expendable 
coolant, and the two heat exchangers( required for the redundant system). 
The unit weights (pounds per squart foot of surface area) of these three 
items are all expressible in terms of the insulation thickness. Typical 
results for an L/D -2 maximum cross-range entry are shown in Fig. 3-40 for 
the maximum heating lower surface location. As the insulation thickness is 
increased, the insulation unit weight increases linearly, whereas both the 
expendable coolant and heat exchanger weights decrease due to the smaller 
heat load absorbed by the cooling system. By summing these three weight 
items, an insulation thickness may be s~lected for minimum system weight. 
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For the conditions represented in Fig. 3-40, this thickness is approximately 
1.4 in. A similar active cooling weight optimization for a vehicle upper 
surface location is shown in Fig. 3-41. In this case, the insulation thick-
ness corresponding to minimum weight is about 1 in. 
Once the insulation and total coolant requirements have been determined, a 
large number of calculations are required to arrive at a minimu weight system. 
Variables requiring consideration include flow rate, tube spacing, tube 
diameter, flow length, pump weight system pressure drop, and power supply. 
For LI-1500 material, typical active cooling sizing results ?ased on use of 
LI-1500 are tabulated below for an L/n = 2, 50 pSf wing loading vehicle 
entering at maximum cross-range • 
• Panel size, 3 x 6 ft 
• Flow length, 3-ft 
(j Tube diameter, O.l-in. 
o Tube $pacing, I-in. 
~ Coolant flow rate, 180 Ib/sec 
A weight breakdown for this systemis shown in Table 3-19 for both the redund-
ant system and the single system that results from eliminating the dual 
components shown in Fig. 3-39. The coolant weight shown includes a 20-per-
cent contingency to account for residual and carry-over water and ammonia. 
The coolant tubes are manufactured as an integral part of the aluminum 
airframe structure, using the roll-bond technique. As shown in Table 3-19, 
the redudnant cooling system is approxinately 20 percent heavier than the 
single system. 
3.4.3 Weight Comparison 
Unit weights of two active and three passive thermal protection systems are 
compared in Fig. 3-42 for a maximum cross-range entry. Significant tra-
jectory parameters are as follows: 
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Unit weights shown in Fig. 3-42 for both the LI-1500 and metallic heat 
shield concepts are based on t:qe utilization of ram air and ground cooling, 
as discussed previously. Ablative weights are based on the analysis methods 
discussed previously and assume a 20 Ib/ft3 partial depth silicone elastomer, 
including a 4 Ib/ft3 honeycomb core. An ablator bond line temperature of 
6000 F is assumed. TIle data shown are based on a spacecraft length of approxi-
mately 90 ft (surface area ~ 4000 ft2)j however, the relative weights are 
applicable to larger vehicles, since all the systems are sized on the basis 
of one lower and one upper surface insulation (or ablator) thickness. 
TIle maximum cross-range thermal protection system weight comparison (Fig.3-42) 
indicates a minimum weight system results from the use of LI-1500, either 
passively or with active cooling. The large corrugated metallic heat shield 
weight is about 3% higher. Post-supported metallic heat shields are heavier, 
particularly with active cooling. The 20 Ib/ft3 silicone ablator provides 
the second highest unit weight and is also unattractive because of its re-
placement requirement. 
Lifting entry vehicle thermal protection system weight comparisons for maxi-
mum down-range entry show that a minimum weight system, for either rigid 
insulators or metallic heat shields, results from the use of active cooling. 
For example, on the Lockheed/AFFDL FDL-5 high LID entry vehicle with metallic 
heat shield, the average unit weight is 4.8 Ib/ft2 for passive cooling and 
4.1 Ib/ft2 for active cooling. This information, entry trajectory, and asso-
ciated characteristics have been discussed extensively in the literature. 
Minimum thermal protection system weight with active cooling results from 
the greater time required for maximum down-range entry. For example, the 
trajectory used for the above comparison required about 6000 seconds total 
entry time (400,000 ft to touchdown). 
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Table 3-19 
WEIGHT SUMMARY - LI-1500 ACTIVE SYSTEM 
Weight-(lb) 
Single Redundant 
Lower surface, LI-1500 (1.4 in.)* 2500 2500 
Upper surface, LI-1500 (1.0 in.)* 2250 2250 
Expendable coolant (20% contingency) 2227 2227 
Heat exchanger 773 1546 
Glycol (panel, feed and drain, and 
supply) 1050 1900 
Batteries 399 683 
Feed and drain hardware 119 238 
H20 tank and pumping 110 110 
Misc. (pumps, accumulators and hdwe) 
..--JL 64 
Total (lb) 9463 11518 
Unit weight (lb/ft2 ) 2·56 3.12 
*Includes 0.020 in. cr coating at 60 1b/ft3 
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3.4.4 Recommendations 
Thermal protection system weight comparisons indicate the following: 
• For maximum cross-range entry: 
Use of rigid insulators, typified by LI-1500, results in minimum 
weight when used passively or with active cooling. 
Metallic heat shield concepts are competitive, except with 
active cooling. 
• For maximum down-range entry: 
Active cooling compared to passive results in minimum weight. 
Regardless of the reentry mode, use of active cooling is ,believed to introduce 
serious reliability problems. For example, the aerodynamically heated sur-
2 face area of current ILRV configurations can be as large as 20,000 ft. For 
optimum panel and tube spacing, this heated area requires approximately 50,000 
individual tubes and twice p~ many connections. The curve shown in Fig. 3-43 
illustrates the resulting maximum structure temperature versus insulation 
thickness for no structural cooling. These results are valid for either LI-
1500 or the metallic heat shield concept with entry at maximum cross range. 
Active cooling insulation thicknesses that provide minimum system weight 
generally vary between 1 and 1.5 in. for windward vehicle locations. Should 
a cooling system failure occur prior to or early in the entry maneuver, the 
aluminum structure could seriously overheat, as shown ih Fig. 3-43. 
An additional factor concerning active cooling systems is tbatJwhile these 
systems provide minj.mum weight for maximum down-range entry, this benefit is 
somewhat misleading itt that a slight delay in deorbi t time will shift the 
entire footprint down range. Tberefore, it is somewhat questionable to 
select the thermal protection system based on maximum down-range entry. 
On the basis of the above considerations, it is recommended that active 
cooling thermal protection systems not be considered for use on the Space 
Shuttle. 
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Lifting entry vehicle aerodynamic heating levels and their impact on thermal 
protection system selection are influenced by a large number of parameters. 
These may be broadly classified as follows: 
Heatin~ para~eters: 
• lEating prediction methods 
• Inviscid flow field prediction methods 
• Boundary layer transition 
Vehicle parameters: 
• Geometry 
• Weight 
e Aerodynamic coefficients 
~ Surface characteristics (roughness, emittance, etc.) 
Trajectory parameters: 
e Orbit characteristics 
~ Initial entry conditions 
~ Entry footprint requirements (vehicle attitude) 
For a given vehicle geometry, it is convenient to prepare a series of curves 
that establish the reentry heating boundaries for given temperature limits 
and vehicle attitudes. Such curves define the allowable entry corridor avail-
able for maneuvering and are also useful for illustrating parametric study 
results. 
3.5.1 Entry Heating Boundaries 
Minimum flight altitudes based on lower surface temperature limits of 2100, 
2300,and 25000 F are shown in Figs. 3-44, 3-45, and 3-46~respectively. These 
curves are based on radiation equilibrium conditions ap,d exclude the first 
5 ft aft of the stagnation pOint,where use of a material with higher tempera-
ture capability is assumed. The configuration assumed to generate the minimum 
altitudes is a slab delta wing with 78-deg sweep. 
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At the higher velocities, the altitude limits are determined by laminar 
heating at the start of the lower surface heat shield (X = 5 ft). At lower 
velocities the altitude limits are determined by turbulent heating at the 
location of boundary layer transition on the forward ramp. The heating 
boundaries are shown as a flL'I1.ction of forward ramp local angle of atta.ck 
(CX L) which is equal to vehicle angle of at~ack plus the ramp angle. By 
superimposing unbanked equilibrium glide entry profiles on these heating 
boundary curves, a direction measure ·of the allowable bank angle may be 
obtained for various angles of attack and velocities. Entry performance 
studies may then be conducted, with the resulting allowable bank angle 
variation used to determine maximum cross range for a given temperature level. 
Results of such studies are pre~ented in the following paragraphs. 
3.5.2 Reentry Corridor 
Figure 3-47 is an altitude-velocity plot illustrating the wings-level entry 
profile for a planform loading of 50 Ib/ft2• The lower surface heating both~dary 
for a temperature of 22000 F is also shown. Both curves assume a vehicle angle 
of attack of 35 deg. The minimum altitude difference between the two curves 
is defined as the entry corridor (LlH) and is a measure of the altitude 
available for cross-range maneuvering, since achieving cross-range requires 
banking the vehicle which, in turn, lowers the equilibrium altitude. The 
velocity at which the corridor occurs depends on the heating boundary tempera-
ture limit and on the type of boundary layer flow; for laminar flow, ~H 
'." 
occurs at approximately 21,000 fps whereas for turbulent flow, ~H occurs at 
about 18,000 fps • 
. By varying the vehicle angle of attack, wing loading, and heating boundary 
I 
temperature, a series of curves similar to Figure 3-47 may be generated. For 
&. given wing loading, the corridor may then be plotted as a function of vehicle 
angle of attack for various temperatures. A typical plot is shown in 
Figure 3-48 for W/S = 50lb/ft2• The curves for different heating boundary 
temperatures (2100 to 25000 F) are denoted by the velocity at which the corridor 
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occurs. From the data of Figure 3-48, vehicle angles of attack may be selected 
to result in maximum corridor for each temperature. For example, with a tempera-
ture boundary of 2l000F, an angle of attack of 25 provides the maximum ~H. 
Far 25000F, an angle of attack of 45 deg is optimum. For a range of wing 
loadings between 30 and 80 lb/ft2, the angle of attack for maximum corridor is 
independent of wing loading, since varying the wing loading displaces the 
curves of Figure 3-48 in the vertical direction only. 
Figure 3-49 shows the altitude corridor versus wing loading with heating boundary 
temperature as a parameter. As discussed above, each temperature curve 
corresponds to a particular angle of attack. Several important points may be 
drawn from this figure. First, for a heat shield temperature limit of 2l00oF, 
the vehicle wing loading cannot exceed 50 Ib/ft2 whereas a design limit of 
22000 F allows wing loadings up to approximately 65 lb/ft2• In other words, 
changing the heat shield allowable temperature by only 100oF, permits the 
wing loading to be increased by about 15 lb/ft2• In general, low wing loadings 
are undesirable because of the increase in vehicle length and, in t.urn, launch 
weight, which results for a given basic configuration. 
Figure 3-49 also illustrates wing loading limits for various corridor 
altitudes. In effect, the corridor may be considered as an altitude margin 
or design tolerance. For a corridor of 20,000 ft and a heat shield temperature 
limit of 22000 F (the assumed limit of TD-NiCrl a wing loading less than 
25 lb/ft2 is required. Considering various sources of altitude error during 
entry such as guidance and control, initial entry conditions, atmospheric 
dispersions, and required tolerance for uncertainties in aerodynamic heating 
prediction, an altitude margin of 20,000 ft is probably required. These con-
siderations lead to the conclusion that a lower surface heat shield tempera-
ture capability of about. 25000 F is most desirable to allow flexibility in wing 
loading and also altitude margin. 
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'!'he effect of aerodynamic heating uncertainties on the lower surface heating 
boundaries is illustrated in Figures 3-50 and 3-51. These figures show how 
the heating boundaries presented in par. 3.5.1 would change, dependent on the 
assumptions made regarding turbulent heating theory, surface emittance, flow 
field, and transition criteria. For example, at 18,000 ft/sec and a local 
angle of attack of 20 deg, the heating boundary would increase Qy 11,700 ft 
if the reference enthalpy method had been selected as the basic turbulent 
heat transfer theory instead of the rho-mu method. The assumptions regarding 
flow field and heating theory have a significant influence on heat shield 
material selection and vehicle performance. The uncertainties regarding 
surface emittance and flow field can be reduced by test and analysis, but 
the appropriate heating theory and transition criteria can only be established 
through a flight test program. 
3.5.4 Vehicle Parameters 
The effect of wing loading on the reentry corridor is discussed in par. 3.5.2. 
From equilibrium glide relations, it can be shown that the absolute surface 
temperature varies with wing loading to the 1/8 power for laminar flow and 
to the 1/5 power for turbulent flow. Figure 3-52 shows the effect of wing 
loading on surface temperattlTes at several locations on the orbiter, based 
on a wings-level equilibrium glide at a velocity of 20,000 ft/sec and vehicle 
angle of attack o~ 25 deg. At the leading edge stagnation line, the unit 
heat shield weight increases by 0.10 lb/ft2 per 10 psf increase in wing 
loading for the LI-1500 system. The corresponding value is 0.04 lb/ft2 
for the metalli~'=lat shield with dynaflex/microquartz insulation. 
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Figure 3-53 shows the effect of angle of attack on surface temperatures at 
several locations on the orbiter. All calculations were based on wings-
level equilibrium glide at a velocity of 20,000 ft/sec and wing loading of 
50 lb/ft2• A significant reduction in nose cap temperature results fr.om 
increasing the angle of attack. Although not shown in Figure 3~53, 
temperatures at all leeward surface locations and the fin leading edges 
are also reduced. The body leading edge temperature remains nearly constant, 
whereas the lower surface temperatures increase slightly with increasing 
angle of attack. 
3.5.5 Trajectory Parameters 
From a heating standpoint, the most significant trajectory parameters are the 
initial entry conditions and the cross range requirements. The initial entry 
conditions determine the altitude and velocity at pullup, which is generally 
the peak laminar heating point for lifting entry spacecraft. To achieve large 
cross range, the spacecraft must enter at relatively' small angle of attack to 
increase the L/D. This, coupled with the decrease in vertical lift 
coefficient due to banking, results in IO~Ter flight al ti tudes and therefore 
sizable heating increases on the nose cap, fin leading edge, and leeward 
surfaces. The increase in peak temperature can be minimized by modulating 
ho'l"\1.r n"",,..1,, A" ...... .: __ __ ~ __ _ .L1-_.L.1.1 'L 1 .,. ~~ ... ~+ • '1 .. ..;.._ 
.......... ,u .. <; ...... 6 .... '" UlA.J. .LuI:; <;;;U I.JJ..~ SU I.JU~ 1.1 I.ILle uai:1K ang.Le l.S Sma.il. aur~ng peaK nea "l.ng. 
The trajectories discussed in par. 3.1 use bank angle modulation to maintain 
a constant 22000 F lower surface tempe;ature during periods of high heating. 
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Figure 3-54 shows the effect of cross range on peak surface temperature at 
six locations on the orbiter, based on the temperature constrained trajectories 
discussed in par. 3.1. As noted previously, large cross range results in 
higher temperatures on the nose cap, fin leading edge, and leeward surfaces. 
Table 3-2 shows the percentage of surface area that experiences various peak 
temperature levels for cross ranges of 0, 500, 1000, and 1500 rnn. This 
table shows that the impact of cross range on heat shield material selection 
is small, primarily as a result of modulating bank angle during peak heating 
to avoid excessive temperature. 
Although cross range has little effect on heat shield material selection, 
it has a large effect on insulation weight. This is due primarily to the 
increased entry time (i.e., total heat input) associated with increasing 
cross range. Figure 3-55 shows how total heat input at six locations on the 
orbiter varies with cross range. Figures 3-56 and 3-57 show the variation 
of heat shield unit weight with cross range for the LI-1500 and metallic heat 
shield concepts. Pertinent assumptions used to generate these data are 
listed on the figures. The heat shield requirements are based on temperature-
constrained entry trajectories with maximum lower surface temperatures of 
2200oF. Heat shield weights for the LI-1500 system increase more rapidly 
with cross-range, because the metallic system uses lighter weight insulation. 
For the LI-1500 system, the average unit heat shield weight increases by 
0.055 lb/ft2 per 100 nm of cross range. For the metallic system the correspond-
ing value is 0.035. 
3.6 ABLATOR EVALUATION 
Thi.s discussion concerns the thermodynamic evaluation of a typical low density 
ablator for the lower surface of the orbiter vehicle. TIle chosen material 
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is a silicone elastometer with a density of 20 Ib/ft3 (a modified form of 
General Electric TBS 757~consisting of TBS 757A, RTV 665A Silica Eccosphers, 
and TBS 757B (catalyst))Jreinforced by a phenolic fiberglas honeycomb to 
inhibit char removal. This ~rticular version of TBS-157 was extensively 
tested (thermogravmetric analysis (T.G.A.) and plasma jet tests) by Lock-
heed during the ENCAP study (Ref. 3-11). Because of the relative~ mild thermal 
environment associated with the top and sides of the orbiter, the ablator 
was evalua:bed On.l;Y.:lf'Or the lower surface . 
The interaction of a charring ablative material with ·the external thermodynamic 
environment represents a complex problem. The formulation of a physical model 
on which to base a performance analysis of a ·consumable material requires a 
rigorous accounting of all energy transfer and physical chemical change 
processes. A theory describing this model was formulated at Lockheed for 
nylon-phenolic (Ref. 3-13). ,Figure 3-58 outlines the energy exchange processes 
for a typical charring ablator. The model includes (1) convective heat 
transfer at the surface and energy blockage due to outgassing of the charring 
material; (2) depolymericat:;'on of the virgtn material in depth; (3) conver-
sion of the charred material to complex gaseous products that diffuse to the 
surface, providing energy absorption by sensible enthalpy charge and by 
chemical cracking; (4) energy conduction through ·the charred and uncharred 
material; and (5) erosion of the char layer by oxidation and mechanical 
forces. 'Figure 3-59 illustrates the temperature and density v$riation through 
a typical charred ablator. 
This physical model fora depolymerizing n~terial has been incorporated into 
a one-dimensional heat condUction:@quatiQ~Jand a numerical solution was pro-
grammed for the Univac 1108. (Ref. 3-14). 
The pyrolysis reaction is specified as a rate equatio.u wherein the rate co-
efficient is expressedln Arnhenius form. The rate coefficient (k
o
)' reaction 
order (m), and the activation energy (E/R) for the silicone system were ob-
tained from the T.G.A. and plasma arc tests performed during the ENCAP study. 
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Figure 3.;.60 presents the thermal conductivi'~y (as obtained from analysis of 
arc-je J,:; tests on the ENCAP study Ref. 3-11) specific heat, and emittance used 
in the evaluation of TBS-'757. Figure 3-61 shows .the gas enthalpy, (~orresponding 
to the various element species generated during pyrolysis, as a function of 
temperature and pressure. The enthalpy represents the energy absorption cap-
ability of the pyrolysis gases. 
Table 3-20 lists the total heat load, ab1ator thickness, char thickness, and 
time to touchdown for the maximum and minimum cross-range trajectories pre-
sented in Volume I. On the basis of flight test results from the PRIME ve-
hicle (Ref. 3-15) for a lmw-density silicone ab1ator, it was assumed that the 
modified TBS-757 would experience negligible surface erosion. For a. maximum 
o 
substructure temperature of 200 F, 2.3 in. of ab1ator is required for the 
1600-nm cross-~ca.nge trajectory and 1.2 in. for the 67_nm cross-range tra-
jectory. (See para. 3.1.3) • 
• 
The lower portion of Table 3-21 shows the unit weight for a full depth abla-
tor and two partial depth ab1ators bonded to LI-1500 for intermediate bond-
lines of 6000 F and 1000oF. The more recent polyimide adhesives (Re:t:.'s. 3-15 
and 3-16) appear to have bonding capability to 1000oF, whereas adhesives such 
as RTV-30 can withstand 600oF. The thermal protection system unit weight 
can be reduced by 28 percent for all cross . ranges if a partial dep"\l~h ablator 
with a 10000 F bondline and polyimide adhesive is employed. A reduction of 
about 14 percent in unit weight can be realized by using a partial depth 
ablator with a 6000 F bondline. The partial depth balator system uses LI-1500 
as the second part of the composite system. 
3.7 CONCLUSIONS 
Current technology with minimum development for thermal prq.tection systems 
, 
, 
and available a.ircraft technology for primarr structure can: be used to obtain 
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Table 3-21 
LOWER SURFACE ABLATOR PARAMEI'ERS 
Environment Induced Parame'ters 
,-
Cross-Range Ablator Char Layer 
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Time 
(nm) 
Q Tota12 (Btu/ft Thickness Thickness 400,000 ft to 
(in. ) (in. ) Touchdown (sec) 
67 6,100 1.2 0.43 1950 
1600 21,500 2·3 0.85 3050 
IJ 
Ablator Unit Weight (lb/ftc..) 
Full Partial Depth Partial Depth 
Cross range Depth Ablator/LI-1500 Ablator/LI-1500 
Ablator 6000 F Bondline . 0 (nm) 1000 F Bondline 
67 2.85 2.45 2.05 
1600 5·15 4.15 3.65 
.,200oF aluminum substructure 
I 
• Intternal ram air cooling at MQ, = 0.8 
and ground cart cooling at 10 min. after touchdown 
~ MaKimum surface tem~eratue at2000 F 
• Includes 0.25 Ib/ft for air cooling duct 
Includes 0.10 Ib/ft2 for adhesive 
Includes 5 Ib/ft3 phenolic honeycomb core 
• 
• 
• 
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a Space Shuttle system, as presently defined. Also, since metallic-fibrous 
and rigid insulation heat shield concepts are similar in weight, the thermal 
protection selection has minimum impact on vehicle sizing and performance. 
The thermal protection selection, however, has major impact on vehicle reuse. 
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1. SCOPE 
1.1 GENERAL. This document establishes Rocket Engine Criteria including 
performance and design requirements for a reusable, man-rated_rocket engine. 
The intended application for this rocket engine is to satisfy primary propulsion 
requirements for integrated launch and reentry operation of a reusable space 
transport system. 
1.2 FUNCTION. This rocket engine shall use hydrogen and oxygen as 
propellants and shall have the following salient features: 
a. The engine shall conform to an envelope prescribed in this 
specification and shall be capable of being used for a multi-
engine installation on an interchangeable basis. 
b. The engine shall have a single thrust chamber capable of efficient 
operation from sea level to vacuum altitudes and shall be 
compatible with vehicle thrust vector control criteria. 
c. The engine shall upon command, operate in a normal (full thrust), 
throttled, or emergency mode. 
d. The engine shall be capable of safe shutdown from any operational 
mode or malfunction situation. 
e. The engine shall have a multiple, restart capability at any 
altitude or attitude condition after proper pre-conditioning. 
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The engine shall be dynamically stable throughout the specified 
mixture ratio and will provide a mixture ratio control s~tem 
for vehicle propellant management. 
g. The engine shall be provided with a checkout and malfunction 
detection system. 
h. The engine uPQn replacement, repair or overhaul of components 
shall be capable of reuse without limitation within the original 
design and performance envelope. 
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2. APPLICABLE DOC~~ - The following applicable documents, of the exact 
issue shown, form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein. 
In the event of conflict between documents referenced here and other detailed 
contents of Sections 3, 4 and 5, the detailed requirements of Sections 3, 4 and 
5 shall be considered superseding requirements. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Military 
MIL-P-25508D 
16 March 1962 
MIL-P-27201 
21 May 1959 
;, 
Prope 11ants, Liquid O:x;ygen 
Propellants, Liquid Hydrogen 
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3.1 PERFORMANCE. The engine shall perform within the specified opera-
tional limits during and after exposure to the environmental conditions 
and load factors specified herein. 
3.1.1 Functional Characteristics. The functio,n of the engine shall be to 
provide propulsive force for vehicle launch, orbital insertion, rendezvous, 
space maneuvers, and reentry. 
3.1.1.1 Primary Performance Characteristics. The engine shall have the 
following sea level to vacuum performance cha~acteristics when supplied with 
propellants specified in 3.3.1.4 at pressures and temperatures specified in 
3.2.1.2.1.1, electrical power as specified in 3.2.1.3.1.1, and helium or 
pressurizing gases as specified in 3.3.1.5. 
3.1.1.1.1 Thrust. The engine shall be capable of providing thrust as 
specified below. 
3.1.1.1.1.1 Normal Rating. The normal rating shall provide 400,000 pounds of 
thrust ± 3.0 percent (3cr) pounds at sea level over the mixture ratio range 
from 6.5:1 to 7.5:1. The engine shall have unlimited reuse under this condi-
tion. 
3.1.1.1.1.2 Throttled Ratings. Throttled ratings shall extend from 
10 to 100 percent of the normal rating over the mixture ratio range of 6:5:1 
to 7.5:1. The engine shall have unlimited reuse under this condition. 
3.1.1.1.1.3 Emergency Rating. The emergency rating shall provide 115 
percent of normal rated thrust at a mixture ratio to be specified. The 
engine shall be capable of reuse without overhaul after operation at this 
condition. 
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3.1.1.1.1.4 Unpumped Idle Rating. The engine shall be capable of operating 
in an unpumped idle mode during chi11down. 
times to pumped ratings shall be minimal. 
reuse under this condition. 
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3.1.1.1.2 Specific Impulse. The engine minimum specific impulse shall be 
as follows: 
~ Engine Operation 
a. Bell Engine 
I 100% I 
normal rating I 115% I I 
I normal rating I 
I 
10% 
normal rating 
: unpumped idle 
b. Aerospike Engine 
! 100% 
I normal rating 
, 
115% 
normal rating 
10% 
normal rating 
. unpumped idle 
;, 
DELIVERED SPECIFI C IMPULSE 
LBF-SEC/LBM 
MIXTURE RATIO 
- 7: 1 
Booster 
Sea Levell Altitude 
. 
! 
I 
388 , 428 I 
\ 
, 
t 
I 
( I 
380 420 
380 
375 453 
370 445 
320 
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Orbiter 
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Sea Level Altitude 
379 454 
I 
I 
371 445 
380 
375 453 
370 445 
320 
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3.1.1.2.1 Duty Cycle. Each duty cycle shall consist of the following: 
a. Booster - Sea level start, up to .200 seconds of continuous burn 
from normal rated thrust at sea level including continuous throttling 
to 10 percent of normal rated thrust prior to staging, and command 
shutdown. 
b. Orbiter - After staging, up to 300 seconds of continuous burn from 
normal rated thrust at vacuum including continuous throttling to 
10 percent of normal rated thrust prior to injection into orbit 
and command shutdown. 
- Altitude restarts in any operating mode followed by varying burn 
time intervals, accumulating as much as 300 seconds total operation. 
- Up to 30 days of orbital coast between any shutdown and a sub-
sequent restart. 
- Restart for retro/deorbit in any operating mode with up to 125 
seconds of burn time followed by command shutdown. 
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3.1.1.2.1.1 StartingL The engine shall be capable of unlimited starts 
and restarts at sea leve~ and altitude under conditions specified in 
3.1.2.4 when supplied with saturated or mixed phase propellants. 
3.1.1.2.1.2 Shutdown. The engine shall be capable of being shutdown 
automatically in a safe positive manner either by command signal from the 
vehicle or by engine initiated command signal as a result or self-detected 
and analyzed malfunction condition. 
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3.1.1.2.2 Thrust Vector Control. The engine shall be capable of providing 
thrust vector control equivalent to ± 7.5 de~ conical pattern around the engine 
longitudinal center line with an angular rate of (to be determined) deg/sec 
and an angular acceleration of (to be determined) rad/sec2• 
3.1.1.2.3 Attitude. The engine shall be capable of operation in any attitude 
when supplied with specified prope1ants at specified pump inlet pressures and 
temperatures. 
3.1.1.2.4 Thrust Transients. The times required for thrust buildup or shut-
down to reach various engine operational rating shall be as follows: Times are 
based on specified propellants at specified pump inlet conditions and pre-
conditioning temperatures. 
3.1.1.2.4.1 Start Signal to 100% Normal Rating. Five seconds permitted. 
3.1.1.2.4.2 Start Signal to Pumped Idle Rating (10%). Four seconds permitted. 
3.1.1.2.4.3 Pumped Idle to 100% Normal Rating. Two seconds permitted. 
3.1.1.2.4.4 100% Normal Rating to Zero Thrust. Five seconds permitted. 
3.1.1.2.4.5 Maximum Thrust Rise Rate. The maximum thrust rise rate shall 
not exceed (to be determined). 
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3.1.1.2.5 Combustion Stability. The engine shall be controlled to operate 
as specified herein in such a manner as to prevent or suppress damaging or 
destructive combustion instability. 
3.1.1.2.6 Mixture Ratio Control. The engine mixture ratio shall be capable 
of being controlled over an oxidizer to fue~ weight flow rate ratio range of 6.5 
to '1.5 between 10 percent and 100 percen"C of normal rated thrust either by 
command signal fram the vehicle or by engine initiated signal to satiefy 
propellant utilization requirements. 
3.1.1.2.7 Transient Pre- and Post-Propellant Flgws. The ~ngine pre- and 
post non-impulse propellant flows shall be minimized and repeatable within 
_____ (limits to be determined). 
3.1.1.2.8 Propellant Dump. Requirement for propellant dump through the engine 
without ignition shall be determined. 
3.1.1.2.9 External Leakage. The engine shall not leak externally except 
through drain connections as specifically provided by the engine manufaoturer 
and accepted by the Vehicle Contractor/Procurement Agency. 
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3.1.2 Operability. 
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3.1.2.1 Reliability. The reliability design requirement for the engine 
shall be determined, at the performance ratings specified in 3.1.1.1 for 
the duty cycle specified in 3.1.1.2.1 throughout the useful life of the 
engine specified in 3.1.2.3.1. 
3.1.2.2 MaintAinability. 
3.1.2.2.1 Maintenance and Repair Cycle. 
'3.1.2.2.1.1 Module Replacement. For minor engine repair, individual 
components or modules (to be defined) shall be capable of field replace-
ment without neeessitatlng a refire test of the engine. 
3.1.2.2.1.2 Engine Overhaul. The engine shall be capable of overhaul to a 
"like.,.new" condition after each 10 hours of operating time until expiration 
of total useful life as specified in 3.1.2.3.1. 
3.1.2.2$2 Checkout Criteria. 
On an automatic basis as well as on vehicle command, the engine will determine 
and report its operational readiness for flight, will monitor, record and 
report its performance wld determine &nd signal malfunction conditions by 
assessing proper pElrformance and operational parameters. The reporting 
sequence on any parameter shall be capable of being altered as required on 
vehicle command. 
3.1.2.3 Useful Lire. The useful life of the engine shall be as noted in 
the following sections. 
3.1.2.3.1 Operating Life. The operating life shall be not less than 
50 hours (from receipt by procuring agency to scrap) based on 
accomplishing periodic overhaul at intervals of not less than 10 hours of 
operating time. 
3.1.2.3.2 Orbital Life. The orbital life shall not exceed a maximum of 
30 d~s nonoperating time during anyone mission. 
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).1.2.).) Storage Life, The storage life shall not be less than 
10 79ars fram receipt by procuring agency until refurbishment. 
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.3.1.2.4 Environmental. The engine shall be subject to and capable of withstanding the follovlng environmental 
requirements. 
Environment Transport 
Grotmdl 
Storage Air 
Temperature 0 -20 F to _20oF to 
+140oF +140oF 
Pressure 8L .5L 
Relati ve Humidity . 100% 100% 
:Vibration TBD(l) ~chanical N/A TBD(2) 
Acoustic N/A B/A 
Shock H/A TBD~I~ 
TBD(2) 
- --~- ... "" -~.- ... _-- -
!Acceleration N/A 4G any (1) 
,Direction 
--az Axial J. 2) 
az Later 
~- ---
I. Engine supported by thrust mount 
2. Engine unsupported by thrust mount 
3. Engine installed in vehicle 
TBD - To be determined 
HIA - Not Applicable 
.----- - . __ ._." 
Non-Onerational 
Launch(3) Orbital(3) Return(3) 
Reentry(3) Readiness Coast Flight 
SL Vacuum Vacuum Vacuum to 
SL 
100% N/A N/A 100% 
N/A 
B/A 
5l""·'1"~_·'-''''"TH·''·' ___ '~'~<··· . '.'''-.'''~"'r-~-~-.,..,. _____ ~.~,,,,,.~~,,,,,,,--,._,,,,t>:'' .... _.l·~=:O;:"T7t"tk!'r"m~"'m~~~~:_ ... _~~."t. ~o~~~~~-~';.'7.::~~~::;:::::::::'~:':':~:=::"::::::---::-:--:::';:::-?:--~:::~:-:;·T:::'-'~---_-_-:":'~-::-.~:-~:--::---==-~~::'?-;:.'--' -~>- ~-"--'-'" - .~-- •. -
Onerationa.l 
Tlo 
and 
Ascent Orbital 
5L to 
Vacuum Vacuum 
100% N/A 
Up to 3g ... ~ed 
Up to 4g-cargo 
O=~ 
..... C/l 
. () 
H~ 
H~ 
H\J't 
~ 
C» 
\.t.) 
-...J 
. i 
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3.1.2.5 Transportability. The engine either as an assembly or installed 
in the vehicle shall meet transportability requirements. 
3.1.2.6 Human Performance. The principles of Human Engineering as specified 
for the vehicle/SPAcecraft shall also be applied to the rocket engine. 
3.1.2.7 Safety. The engine assembly shall meet the safety requirements 
specified for the vehicle. 
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Interface Requirements. The physical, fluid transfer, and energy 
I 
transfer interface requirements are specified below. 
3.2.1.1 Physical Interface. 
3.2.1.1.1 Envelope Requirements. Engine dimensional envelope requirements 
to be determined and specified in LMSC envelope drawing. 
).2.1.1.2 Connections. The following connections shall be specified as to 
cqnfiguration, dimension or standard fitting reference, mate~ial, location 
and misalignment tol,erances, and fastener torque requirements when informa-
tion is available. 
I i 3.2.1.1.2.1 Engine MOWlting. 
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3.2.1.1.2.2 Pump Inlet Flanges. 
-
3.2.1.1.2.3 Gimbal Actuator MOuntine ('as applicable) 
3.2.1.1.2.4 Drain Lines. 
3.2.1.1.2.5 Gas Actuation and Pressurization Line Ports. 
3.2.1.1.2.6 Electrical Connectors. 
3.2.1.1.3 ~OckuP' A full scale mockup shall be provided by the engine contractor 
to display and record rocket engine - vehicle interface agreements • 
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3.2.1.2 Fluid Transfer Interface. 
3.2.1.2.1 Propellant Requirements. 
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3.2.1.2.1.1 Operation. The engine shall start and operate 9,S: specified when 
supplied with propellants specified in 3.3.1.4 in the tempE":ra.b.1J:'~ and pressure 
ranges specified in Table 1. 
3.2.1.2.1.2 Chilldown. Propellant shall be supplied t:) ~:'ile (3:::igi:n8 for 
pump chilldown prior to engine start. Operation in an unpumped i,6J.E'l mode 
may be used to minimize impulse propellant loss. Pressure m1d flow rate 
requirements shall be determined. 
3.2.1.2.1.3 Contamination. Contamination limits shall be determined. 
TABLE 1 
! Engine Operation Mode 
Pumped Pumped Idle Unpumped 
(Normal Rated) (10% of Normal Rated) Idle 
I 
I 
Temperature Saturated 
Fuel 450 R 
! or 
l Oxidizer 1800 R ! Mixed 
t Net Positive , Phase I 
f Suction Pressure (PSI) Propellants I 
/ 
I Fuel 2 I 0 (Quality ! ! to be Oxidizer 8 I 0 1 ! Determined) j 
, 
I 
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3.2.1.2.2.1 Helium. The engine shall be supplied with helium as specified 
in 3.3.1.4 at pressures, flow rates and quantities required for rocket engine 
operation as established by the rocket engine contractor. 
3.2.1.2.2.2 Autogenous Pressurant Requirements. The engine shall provide 
gaseous fuel and gaseous oxidizer for vehicle propellant tank pressurization 
during all normal and throttled operating modes at flow rates and pressures 
to be determined. 
3.2.1.2.3 Plume Effects. The interaction of the engine exhaust plume with 
the vehicle structure, vehicle components and/or other engine assemblies shall 
be determined. 
l 
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3.2.i.3 Energy Transfer Interface. Requirements for transfer or isolation of 
~lectrical, mechanical, fluid and acoustical energy across all vehicle/engine 
physical interfaces shall be as specified below. 
3.2.1.3.1 Electrical Energy Requirements. 
I 3.2.1.3.1.1 Source PowerCbaracteristics. Characteristics of vehicle electrical 
power available to supply the engine electrical system shall be defined as to 
voltage, amperage, impedance, transients, ripple, etc. Engine requirements 'for 
vehicle power shall be derived from the following: 
a. Engine electrical distribution system 
h. Engine-bqrne computer for checkout, operation, control, malfunction, 
detection and corrective action initiation. 
c. Nozzle extension position actuators (if required) when engine is 
inoperative. 
d. Thrust chamber gimbal actuators (if required) ~en engine is 
, 
inoperati va • 
~.2.l.3.1.2 Signal Power Charagteristics. Signal power output characteristics, 
fDd input requirements, of vehicle onboard computer which will interface with 
, 
fhe engine in accordance with 3.1.2.2.2, shall be defined: 
a. Voltage 
b. Amperage 
c. Regulation 
3.2.1.3.2 Mechanigal EneriY Requirements. Excitation at the engine-vehicle inter-
face induced by the engine and the vehicle shall be deter.mined and specified in 
Tables 1 and 2. 
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TABLE 1 
EXCITATION AT I~"TERFACE INDCCED BY THE ENGINE DURING OPERATION 
LOADS GENERATED BY THRt'ST FORCE VIBRATION 
r 
0 
0 
" 
STEADY VARIABLE PEAK BE!Io"DING 
STATE l\IOlIE~"T SINUSOIDAL RANDOM 
lIIAX AXIAL LATERAL AXIAL LATERAL 
J: 
111 
111 
0 
~ 
(J) 
Z 
9 
:&l ;.. :&l >- :&l ~ ~ ~ :::: r.l :::: 0 u Q U 0 Z Z Q 5 Q i ::2 ..:I ::> z :J z ::> 9 :J sa :J :J :J ~ ~ r.l ~ :&l ~ ~ .~ r.l i 5 ... = ..:I Z :.- Z :J Z ~ Z ~ ..:I -~ r.l :1 ~ ~ ~ r.l r.l Q !':J ~u ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 Eo< U Z C. z < < < < :J < :J < :-i u « ::2 « i~ « ..:I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q ::2 Q ::2 < ~ < ~ 
.-
(J) 
r 
FT- ~ ~ CPS g CPS g2/CPS LB LB LB CPS LB CPS LB SEC LB SEC LB .EC EC2 
111 
(J) ~ I 
~ 
~ 
\0 
ENGI~E :\IOl!~"T i 
! 
(J) 
" » 
i 
! 
0 
111 
Pt::.\IP PROPELLA:-'"T 
INLET FLA~GES 
0 
I~ I» 
.Z 
GAS ACTCA TIO:-: & 
PRESSCRIZED 
LINE FLAXG ES 
,-< 
ELECTIUCAL 
CON:>.r:CTORS 
. 
GlllBAL ACTl"ATOn 
lIOl-l\"TIXG 
-- - --
..... ~ ....... '··--.. ··:-·::';;fl1.nl UI •• J.'Wru'lfl I In' .II1In ... " r TfltW".nult F~.qr.IFN1~)MrC:_lr .. liiiitMi-lJi _i~~-";:~,;;:7~;'i~-n-~f~··t"-';"'7:~'-:-r-'-"""'--:---·;··:;--:-··--~·-_u'-:~""""',;""-•. :-..• ------~.--,-- _~_m 
Dl!RD'G ~1)NOPER.-\TION 
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3.2.1.3.3 Aqoustical Energy Reauirements. 
3.2.1.3.3.1 Input to Vehicle From Engine Operation. 
, 
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3.2.1.3.3.2 Input to Engine By Fgedbagk From vehicle D»rlni Epgine Operatign. 
3.2.1.3.4 Auxiliary PQwer Requirements. The engine shall provide an auxiliary 
power tat.orr pad on either. the ox1ai&.r or fuel turbopump •••• mb11 which 18 
capable ot delivering 1 '50 shatt hor8epower. 
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3.2.2 Cgmpgnent Identification. 
-------- TO BE D~ERMINED ~... --~----
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3.3 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
3.3.1 General Design Features. 
3.3.1.1 Engine Installation. The engine shall be capable of being installed in 
the vehicle while the vehicle is in either a, horizontal or vertical position. 
3.3.1.2 Engine Weight. The rocket engine dry weight shall not exceed the 
following weights. The wet weight ,consists of propellant trapped in the 
engine below the inlet openings. 
Bell Engine 
Aerospike Engine 
DRY WEIGHT 
Booster Orbiter 
4140 
4450 
4.600 
4450 
WET WEIGHT 
Fuel Oxidizer 
...... _-_ .. _---_ ... -.--_. ,.-. ' ... _ .. , ...... _ ..... ,' ..... _ .._._ .... , .. -' ... -
3.3.1.3 Engine Center of Gravity. The engine shall be designed with overall center 
of gravity as far forward as practicable. Center of gravity locations shall be 
specified in LMSC envelope drawing as indicated in 3.2.1.1.1. 
3.3.1.4 Specification Propellants. The engine shall use a propellant combination 
of the following: 
a. Oxidizer, Liquid Oxygen (LOX) in accordance with Military 
Specification MIL-P-2550BD, 16 March 1962. 
b. Fuel, Liquid Hydrogen (LH2) in accordance with Military 
Specification MIL-P-2720l, 21 May 1959. 
3.3.1.5 Pressurants. 
7 .... • 
a. Engine Component Actuation. The pressurizing gas supplied to the 
engine for component actuation shall be helium, Bureau of Mines, 
Grade "A". Maximum water content shall be defined by a dewpoint 
of _BOoF at standard atmospheric pressure. The helium gas shall 
have been externally processed through a nominal 10 micron filter 
(or finer) whose maximum orifice size shall not exceed 50 microns. 
b. Vehicle Tank Pressuri7~i.2n.:. The engine shall provide gases for 
vehicle tank pressurization as specified in 3.2.1.2.2.2 from the 
oxidizer and fuel supplied to the engine. 
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j~3.l.6 Engine"MOWlt,· The engine mount shall be sufficiently stiff to satisfy 
requirements of natural frequency (to be deter.mined). 
3.3.1.7 TurbQPumpmAssembly. 
Control, The turbopump design shall provide for in~ependent control of 
i , 
thrust and propellant mixture ratio. 
3.3.1.7.2 AuxiliarY Power Generation. The turbopump design shall provide auxiliary 
power tor thrust vector control or other uses as specified in 3.2.1.3.1.1. 
3.31.1.8 Propellant Flow Control. The propellant flow control components shall 
provide for mixture ratio control on command signal from vehicle for propellant 
utilization. . 
3.3.1.9 Thrust Chamber Assembly, 
3.3.1.9.1 Tbru§t Vector Alignment. The thrust vector shall coincide with the 
geometric centerline of the nozzle within a tolerance to be determined. In the 
event thrust vectoring ls accomplished by means other than giJDballing the tlu'ust 
vector in null position shall coincide with geometrical centerline Ot the nozzle 
within a tolerance to be determined. 
3.3.1.9.2 gimballed Engi~, For engines incorporating gimballing to satisfy thrust 
vector control requirements of 3.1.1.2.2, the following characteristics ot the 
gimballed mass shall be determined: 
s. Location of center of gravity. 
b. Mass moment of inertia. 
;"1 ; ':1 
..;,i 
:.] '. U 
P.l J ); . 
3.3.1.9.3 Nozzle Extension, For thrust chambers that incorporate capability for 
positioning of nozzle extension to satisfy specific impulse requirements of 3.1.1.1.2, [! 
provision shall be prov.ided to automatically pOSition the nozzle extension for 
required sea level·· or altitude operation. In addition, provision shall be provided 
to retract the nozzle extension on command while engine is inoperative for reentr,y or 
landing operations. 
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3.3.1.10 Electrical System. The electrical system of the engine shall consist 
of the following: 
a. Power distribution system for electrical components. 
b. Instrumentation system to monitor the critical engine performance 
and operat:Lona1 parameters, to be determined. 
c. Integral c()mputer system to integrate, control and monitor 
engine operation to satisfy the requirements of 3.1.2.2.2. This 
system shall be designed to function independent of vehicle 
computer system but shall interface with the vehicle system to 
accept commands and interrogati~n~ and to transmit appropriate 
response. 
3.3.1.11 Flight and Ground Loading. The engine and its components shall be 
provided with necessary strength and rigidity to withstand the environmental and 
interface loads of 3.1.2.4 and 3.2.1.3.2, respectively, increased by appropriate 
factors of safety to be determined. 
3.3.1.12 Selection of Specifications and Standards. To be determined. 
3.3.1.13 Materials. Parts and Processes. To be determined. 
3.3.1.14 Standard and Commercial Parts. To be determined. 
3.3.1.15 Moisture and Fungus Resistance. To be determined. 
3.3.1.16 Cor!osion of Metal Parts. To be determined. 
3.3.1.17 Interchangeability and Rep1aceabi1ity. To be determined. 
3.3.1.18WOrlgnanship. To be determined. 
3.3.1.19 Electromagnetic Interference. To be determined. 
3.3.1.20 Identification and Marking. To be determined. 
3.3.1.21 Storage. To be determined. 
3.3.1.22 Material - Propellant Compatibility. To be determined. 
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4 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 
4.1 CATEGORY I TEST 
4.1.1 Engineering Test and Eyaluation. 
4.1.2 Preliminary Qualification Tests .• 
4.1.3 FOrmal Qualification T~~ 
4.1.4 Reliability Tests and Analysis. 
4.1.5 Engineering Critical Component Qualification. 
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5 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY 
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6. 
6.1 
NOTES 
DEFINITIONS 
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6.1.1 Vehicle Launch. Vehicle Launch involves vertical takeoff from either the 
Eastern Test Range (ETR) or Western Test Range (WTR). 
6.1.2 Orbital Insertion. Normal missions involve insertion into an elliptical 
orbit with subsequent insertion into a circular orbit. 
6.1.3 ~ndezyous. The vehicle shall have parallel motion translation along each 
of three axis in order to permit rendezvous with a space station or other spacecraft. 
6.l.4 Space Maneuyers. Space maneuvers include orbit circularization, synergetic 
I 
plane change, orbit plane change, drag makeup and other similar operations. 
6.1.5 Reentry. Reentry involves necessary maneuvers for deorbit and reentry as 
well as subsonic flight to the point of origin. 
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